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An economic feasibility analysis of processing Alaska

pollock, (Theragra chalcogramma), was conducted, and the re-

sults reported as the wholesale pollock block prices at

which the present value of the investment in pollock pro-

cessing facilities equals zero. These break-even block

prices were compared with current market prices of pollock

blocks, and it was found that pollock processing is economi-

cally feasible under all sets of assumptions evaluated.

A case-study of the Icicle Seafoods, Inc. (ISI) plant

at Petersburg, Alaska was undertaken in this work. ISI was

the only domestic seafood processor handling pollock at the

initiation of the research.

Economic feasibility research in three subject areas

is reviewed: (1) food processing, (2) aquaculture, and

(3) seafood processing. The aspects of each study relevant

to pollock prOcessing feasibility are emphasized.
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Some of the more critical sources of uncertainty with

which a pollock processor must deal are explained. Supply

variability is found to be the most significant source of

uncertainty, although pollock markets, new technology, and

the institutional environment are also important sources of

uncertainty for the processor.

Various measures of investment worth are evaluated.

The Net Present Value (NPV) technique is chosen as an eco-

nomically valid investment criterion and used in this re-

search. Due to the supply variability problem, future

volumes of production cannot be acáurately predicted. The

triangular distribution function and Monte Carlo simulation

methods are used to generate probability distributions of

volumes over the ten-year investment horizon. Wholesale

pollock block price projections over the next ten years were

not available to the researcher. Therefore the NPV equation

was solved for the pollock block price at which the NPV of

the investment equals zero, for a given set of assumptions.

Results include distributions of the break-even pollock

block prices under various production, cost, and discount

rate assumptions. The break-even block prices are very sen-

sitive to changes in ex-vessel prices, but quite insensitive

to changes in the discount rate. It is found that the cur-

rent market price exceeds the break-even block prices under

all sets of assumptions, and concluded that pollock proces-

sing appears to be economically feasible.



Finally, it is noted that the results of the analysis

depend vitally on the production cost estimates provided by

the personnel of ISI. It is recognized that relying on in-

formation from a single firm will produce results which are

to some extent unique to that firm. The assumption was made

that these results can be used as order-of-magnitude esti-

mates of the expected costs and returns to other seafood

processors in S.E. Alaska. entering pollock production.
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AN EVALUATION OF THE ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
OF POLLOCK PROCESSING IN

SOUTHEAST ALASKA

I. INTRODUCTION

On March 1, 1977 the Fisheries Conservation and Manage-

ment Act of 1976 (FCMA) became law. This act extends U.S.

fisheries jurisdiction from 12 to 200 miles offshore. One

of the implications of this act is that the U.S. now has the

authority (albeit unilateral) to manage groundfish resources

within 200 miles of the U.S. coastline.1 The FCMA specifies

that these groundfish resources be managed by the regional

councils to provide optimum yields. Prior to implementa-

tion of the FCMA, U.S. seafood producers were reluctant to

invest in certain groundfisherjes, for fear that the fish

stocks could be depleted by the fishing fleets of foreign

nations. Since jurisdiction over these stocks has been uni-

laterally declared by the U.S., this depletion should not

occur given effective implementation of the FCMA. This

fact, coupled with the recent upward trends in wholesale

prices of groundfish products, has generated much specula-

tion and interest as to the possibility of domestic harvest-

ing and processing of groundfish in Alaska.

1Groundfish is a general term for various species of flat-
fishes, roundfishes, and rockfishes which live on or near
the ocean bottom.
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Interest in developing fisheries for groundfish in

Alaska is evidenced by the fact that as of September 1977,

nine companies have either begun purchasing groundfish

species or are planning to do so. Two companies, New

England Fish Company (NEFC0) and Icicle Seafoods, Inc. (ISI)

have entered into contracts with the Alaska Department of

Commerce and Economic Development (ADCED) to begin proces-

sing operations. The ISI contract began on March 1, 1977,

and the NEFCO contract on May 1, 1977. The ADCED has

granted each of two firms $145,000 at the outset of the con-

tract to be used for investment in groundfish processing

facilities. At the end of the contract period, Deceni.ber 31,

1978 for both firms, if total income from groundfish opera-

tions exceeds the total costs calculated, the company is to

repay the $145,000 to the ADCED. If the costs exceed the

income from groundfish processing operations, the amount of

the loss is subtracted from the $145,000 and that amount

repaid to ADCED. Payments to the firms are not to exceed

an amount equal to 3/pound of raw product purchased from

the fishermen. ISI began processing operations during the

spring of 1977 at its Petersburg, Alaska plant, while NEFCO

started groundfish processing at Kodiak during December of

1977.

Fisheries development is an integrated process in which

the various components alL contribute to establishment of

the milieu necessary for development to take place. Four
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principal components of fisheries development are: (1) re-

source availability, (2) harvesting capability, (3) proces-

sing capacity, and (4) established markets for the final

products. A complete investigation of a fisheries develop-

ment problem would seek to provide information pertaining

to each of the above four components.

This investigation focuses upon the development of a

fishery for Alaska pollock, Theragra chalcogramma, the

species of groundfish which represents the largest exploit-

able biomass in the North Pacific. Pollock have been har-

vested extensively by foreign fleets in recent years. How-

ever, U.S. producers have exhibited little interest in poi-

lock, due at least in part to the lack of fundamental in-

formation on the costs of harvesting and processing pollock

in Alaska. Before large scale domestic investment can

occur, it needs to be demonstrated that U.S. processors can

earn a sufficient return on this high volume, low unit-

value species. It is the objective of this research to

provide information pertaining to the expected costs and

returns to a domestic shore-based pollock processing opera-

tion.

Of the four components of fisheries development men-

tioned above, this work focuses on component (3), the pro-

cessing sector. More specifically, this research tests the

hypothesis that pollock processing in S.E. Alaska is

economically feasible. Pollock processing is defined to be



economically feasible if the returns from the sale of poi-

lock exceed all costs incurred to establish and operate a

processing facility, using an acceptable measure of invest-

ment worth to compute costs and returns.

In order to test the hypothesis that pollock process-

ing in S.E. Alaska is economically feasible, the case-study

approach is utilized. An in-depth study of the pollock

operations at the Petersburg, Alaska plant of ISI is under-

taken for two reasons. When the research was begun, ISI

was the only U.S. seafood firm processing pollock in Alaska.

Secondly, ISI has entered intoa contract with the ADCED.

The contract specifies that processing cost information from

pollock operations be made public in the form of a report on

commercial feasibility. This research partially fulfills

Oregon State University contract obligations with ADCED to

prepare said report on economic feasibility.

A partial-budgeting framework is used to delineate the

effects on costs and returns to a seafood processing firm

of investing in pollock processing facilities. The Net Pre-

sent Value (NPV) investment criterion is selected as a valid

and straightforward measure of investment worth, and is used

to evaluate the investment decision. Several sources of un-

certainty with which a pollock processor must deal are

introduced and discussed. The most significant uncertainty

is seen to be supply variability. For this reason, future

volumes of production cannot be predicted with confidence.
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Consequently, the triangular distribution function and

Monte Carlo simulation methods are used to generate probabi-

lity distributions of volume streams over the ten-year in-

vestment horizon. Finally, due to the unavailability of

wholesale pollock block price projections, the NPV equation

is solved for the wholesale block price which sets the NPV

of the investment equal to zero, under different sets of

assumptions.

It is necessary to make several assumptions in order

to test the hypothesis that pollock processing is economi-

cally feasible. Initially, the contract with ADCED signed

by ISI specifies that indirect costs are to be designated

at 2/pound of raw product, and that the sales cost of

marketing pollock is 5% of gross revenues received. The

assumptions made pertaining to pollock processing operations

are: (1) that the estimates of production costs, based upon

limited production during the course of the research, are

representative of the actual costs of production, (2) that

the yield percentages used for the various stages of pro-

duction are appropriate, and (3) that of the total raw pro-

duct landed, 70% will be used for block production and 30%

for headed and gutted production. The assumption is also

made that demand will not be a limiting factor in the de-

velopment of a domestic pollock industry. This means that

pollock producers will be able to market at the current mar-

ket price all pollock products produced. Finally, it is



recognized that a case-study of one firm will generate re-

suits which are to some degree unique to that particular

firm. The assumption is made in this research that these

results can be used as order-of-magnitude estimates of the

expected costs and returns to other seafood processors in

S.E. Alaska entering pollock production.

The results of the analysis reflect the economic condi-

tions pertaining to a single seafood processing firm. These

results thus depend upon the assumption that factor prices

(prices of raw product, labor, utilities, etc.) to the firm

are constant. Should further entry into pollock processing.

occur, factor prices may not in fact remain constant. This

research therefore addresses the issue of the economic

feasibility of pollock processing for a single firm, and

not for a pollock processing industry in general.

In Chapter II the literature pertaining to economic

feasibility studies of fish and other food processing enter-

prises is reviewed. The sources of uncertainty with which

a pollock processor must deal are discussed in Chapter III.

In Chapter IV the research methodology utilized in this work

is explained. The availability of the pollock resource in

S.E. Alaska is evaluated in Chapter V, followed by a des-

cription of U.S. pollock markets in Chapter VI. The results

of the economic feasibility analysis are presented in Chapter

VII. Finally, a summary and the concluding remarks are pro-

vided in Chapter VIII.
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II. REVIEW OF ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY RESEARCH

An economic feasibility study is an essential component

of the information required in preliminary investment plan-

ning. It should be emphasized, though, that economic feasi-

bility cannot suffice as the sole criterion in investment

decision-making. In most instances it is necessary to

demonstrate the biological, technical, or even political

feasibility of a proposed project as well as the economic

feasibility before a proposal can be declared viable. Al-

though this work focuses principally on the economic uncer-

tainties of groundfish processing, these other factors must

be considered when addressing alternate aspects of ground-

fish development.

Economic feasibility analyses can serve three purposes.

They can be utilized by private businessmen in evaluating

investment proposals. These proposals can take the form of

expansion of existing facilities, initiating production in

a new geographical area, or development of new product

forms. Second, feasibility analyses can be used by local

governments in community or regional development planning.

And third, economic feasibility studies can be used at the

state or national level in making resource allocation

decisions.



In reviewing the current literature relevant to the

issue of the economic feasibility of a seafood processing

plant, the author foundpublished studies to fall into one

of three categories: (1) economic feasibility of food pro-

cessing plants, (2) economic feasibility of aquacultural

enterprises, and (3) the economic feasibility of seafood

processing plants. It is the author's opinion that useful

insights into the techniques of feasibility analysis can be

gained from studies in each of these categories. For pur-

poses of clarity, then, the studies are grouped into the

above categories and reviewed therein.

Food Processing Studies

The economic potential for a fruit and vegetable pro-

cessing plant in Southern Oregon was examined by Groder in

1964 [171. The first factor looked atwas the ability of

local agricultural production to support a proposed faci-

lity. It was determined that sufficient land was available,

and that labor could be obtained for expansion of produc-

tion. Labor for a processing plant was also found to be

available. Existing buildings could be converted to pro-

vide facilities, and utilities and sufficient transporta-

tion services were also available. In short, the infra-

structural requirements were satisfied.

A product mix was then selected based on a number of

factors: past experience, market potential, the



possibility of utilizing equipment for more than one pro-

duct, and the length of operating season. Costs and returns

were then estimated for two hypothetical plant sizes. The

percentage return is calculated in two ways, the return on

the total investment and the return on owner's equity. The

results indicate the larger plant earning a higher percent-

age return, suggesting that economies of scale do exist.

This study serves to elucidate the general procedure

followed in a feasibility analysis. The process of assess-

ing the availability of the various factors of production

is essential in any work of this nature. The study does

possess one limitation, though. This is the use of the

Return on Investment (ROl) evaluation of investment pro-

posals. The principal criticism of the ROl method is that

it does not take into consideration the timing of capital

benefits and outlays. Thus incorrect management decisions

can result due to the failure to take into account the time

value of money.

Brooker and Pearson [10] have looked at the require-

ments for establishing plants to freeze vegetables in the

Southern U.S. Vegetable production in this area has tradi-

tionally been for the fresh market. Expansion into pro-

cessing requires: (1) availability of raw product, (2) the

ability to operate processing plants efficiently, and (3)

markets for the processed products. The authors assume

that sufficient raw products are available and that demand
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exists for the processed products. The emphasis of the

analysis, then, is on processing plant efficiency.

Six vegetable crops are considered for freezing:

green beans, lima beans, leafy greens, okra, southern peas,

and squash. Hypothetical single product plants are modeled

and costs and returns evaluated at: five hourly output

capacities, three processing season lengths, two raw pro-

duct prices, and two finished product prices. The results

show that annual net revenue was positively related to both

plant size and length of processing season, indicating that

economies of scale are present in both cases.

Profitability was evaluated using a discounted cash

flow method. A planning horizon of 10 years and.a discount

rate of 10% was used. Annual net revenues were assumed con-

stant throughout the 10 years. A plant was judged prof it-

able if the discounted net returns over 10 years plus the

discounted salvage value was greater than the initial in-

vestment.

The types of assumptions made by Brooker and Pearson

regarding raw product and demand are quite similar to those

employed in the analysis of pollock processing. In addi-

tion, looking at plants of various sizes, varying season

lengths, and using different input and output prices are

techniques basic to any feasibility study. Finally, the

use of a net present value decision criterion is equally
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appropriate for seafood processing as well as food pro-

cessing.

Hammond and King [20] have investigated the possibi-

lity of establishing a sweetpotato canning industry in

North Carolina. North Carolina is the nation's second

largest producer of sweetpotatoes, and much of the exist-

ing crop is off-sized and not suitable for the fresh mar-

ket. Presumably this would provide sufficient supplies for

a processing plant.

The authors posit four possible criteria for evaluat-

ing profit maximization: (1) Net Present Value, (2) the

ratio of the present value of returns/present value of

costs, (3) Rate of Return on Equity, and (4) Internal Rate

of Return. The Net Present Value criterion is chosen for

reasons of simplicity and the fact that it focuses on the

entire life of the plant, not a particular production

period.

An engineering-economic approach is used to estimate

the capital and operating costs for four sizes of model

plants. Each plant size is evaluated at three percentages

of trim and peel loss and a range of season lengths. Then

the calculations for each plant size are examined for sen-

sitivity to varying input prices, output prices, and the

discount rate. It was shown that the Present Value of the

Investment was an increasing function of size of canning

plant and length of season.
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Hammond and King provide a useful discussion of

various measures of investment worth. The Net Present

Value criterion employed by Hammond and King is also

utilized in this research to evaluate the investment in

pollock processing facilities.

Aguacultural Studies

In a report published by Sea Grant at the University

of Alaska [291, F. L. Orth has examined the economic feasi-

bility of private non-profit salmon hatcheries in that

state. Orth notes that feasibility is affected by two fac-

tors: ill-defined property rights leading to a potential

free-rider problem and uncertainty regarding return of sal-

mon and future market conditions. Due to the common-

property nature of salmon stocks, Orth defines three levels

of economic feasibility for a hatchery firm. Level one

considers benefits to the hatchery only from the sale of

surplus salmon. Level two considers benefits to include

assessments from fishermen and processors as well as inter-

nal hatchery revenues. Level three, not evaluated in this

paper, considers induaed regional benefits in addition to

those of level two.

Orth uses a net present value analysis to evaluate

feasibility under varying assumptions as to productivity,

price, discount rate, and operating costs. In addition to

the long-run present value analysis, Orth undertakes an
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analysis of per-unit costs in the short run. The result of

the calculations is that at level one the private hatchery

is not economically feasible, and that some degree of sub-

sidies or assessments are required by the hatchery firm to

cover the opportunity costs of all its inputs.

There are several aspects of the above analysis rele'-

vant to the question of feasibility of pollock processing

in S.E. Alaska. Orth based his cost estimates on a pilot

project, comparable in many ways to Icicle Seafood Inc.'s

pilot project with pollock. The author points out that

statements of feasibility are not intended to focus speci-

fically on one firm, but to identify the principal issues

involved. The fact that a pilot project, in the initial

year of production, utilizing new technology, may not pro-

duce entirely representative results must be recognized.

However, the results generated will at worst be order-of-

magnitude estimates of considerable value to decision-

makers now faced with a paucity of reliable information.

In a study undertaken at Oregon State University, Im,

et al., [23] have examined the economics of hatchery pro-

duction of Pacific Oyster (Crassostrea gigas) seed. This

study focuses on two issues of seed production, estimating

the demand for Pacific Oyster seed and explicating seed

hatchery production costs. The demand equation is gener-

ated using econometric techniques while detailed process

charts serve to identify uses of resources in production.
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Costs per bushel are estimated for two plant sizes. The

authors conclude that under certain restricting assumptions,

the larger plant could produce seed at less than the cur-

rent market price, and hence would be economically viable.

The aspects of this work most valuable to a feasibi-

lity analysis of pollock processing are the techniques used

in the production cost analysis. In particular, the process

charts are a useful tool to elucidate the details of a pro-

duction process. The breakdown of production costs by

stages of operation assists managers in identifying cost

components of a system, and indicates the areas where im-

provements in efficiency would result in the greatest cost

savings.

An evaluation of the commercial feasibility of salmon

aquaculture in Puget Sound was conducted by Richards, et

al., [31] in 1972. In their work the authors use a pilot

commercial operation to examine the feasibility of rearing

salmon to market size in salt water pens. Two methods of

cost-revenue analysis are employed. The first method

assigns an opportunity cost to all inputs utilized in the

production process. Any net return above costs is then a

return to uncertainty or management. An alternate method

uses a discounted cash flow approach, generating the pre-

sent value of the investment or rate of return on capital.

A 10% opportunity cost is used in the initial method..

Costs are allotted to each discrete stage of the production
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cycle, and the total production cost/pound of salmon is

determined. Using an estimated market price, returns to

the salmon grower are projected to be 10% above opportunity

costs. The authors stress that due to uncertainty in both

production and marketing, a high initial yield may be

necessary to attract investment. As the uncertainty is re-

duced, entry into the industry can be expected to reduce

returns above the opportunity costs of inputs.

The alternate method of evaluating the venture, dis-

counting to a present value, presents similar results.

Using the same market price for salmon, the expected yield

on investment is about 20%.

The significance of this work to pollock feasibility

analysis lies in the fact that evaluation of a pilot com-

mercial venture was undertaken. The authors' contention

that a relatively high return (20%) may be required by in-

vestors due to extreme uncertainty may pertain to potential

pollock processors as well. In addition, the authors note

that a pilot project generates only preliminary information

and that further analysis, especially in the area of

marketing, must be done to draw definitive conclusions.

The economic feasibility of raising giant prawns

(Macrobrachium rosenbergii) has been studied by Shang at

the University of Hawaii [32]. Shang uses a net present

value approach to evaluate investment worth. He also mani-

pulates the net present value equation to derive an
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expression for the break-even price required by the fish

farmer. Shang performs a detailed cost-revenue analysis

for each of two separate stages of raising prawns, juvenile

prawn production and prawn farming itself. The calcula-

tions for prawn farming are performed at two different

levels of production, four separate farm sizes, five dis-

count rates, and three levels of price. The results indi-

cate that economies of scale do exist in that the break-

even price is much lower for the larger farm sizes. Shang

concludes that the future of prawn farming ultimately de-

pends on the market for prawns in the mainland U.S.

Again, the aspects of this analysis relevant to the

evaluation of the feasibility of pollôck processing are:

(1) use of net present value as a decision criterion, and

(2) the use of a range of discount rates to allow for un-

certainty.

Seafood Processing Studies

Holmsen and McAllister [221 at the University of Rhode

Island have examined both the technological and economic

factors involved in harvesting and processing an underex-

ploited resource, deep sea red crabs (Geryon uinquedens)

They indicate that the first requirement is resource avail-

ability. Once resource availability has been established,

the harvesting technology must be developed. Next, the

authors state that expected returns from crabbing must be
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at least as great as those from alternate fisheries during

the same months. Via this opportunity fishery approach

they arrive at a minimum ex-vessel price crabbers must re-

ceive for crabbing to be economically viable. Next the

technology associated with processing is illustrated. Then,

based on yield and labor productivity estimates, the minimum

price the processor must receive for his product is gener-

ated for various input or ex-vessel prices. The authors

maintain that the above process is sufficient to arrive at

a first approximation of the feasibility of red crab pro-

cessing.

The work of Hoimsen and McAllister is relevant to the

problem of assessing the feasibility of pollock processing

in the following ways. First, the general approach to de-

velopment of an underutilized fishery resource is much the

same as the approach taken in this work. Second, the

authors point out that in a developing fishery there are

likely tQ be many initial problems. Through a process of

trial and error both fishermen and processors need to

establish the most efficient methods of accomplishing their

objectives. Third, processors will probably have to deal

with irregular supplies of fish and untrained labor. Con-

sequently, the costs of operation are expected to be

initially rather high and decline as more experience is

gained handling the product.



During the 1960's there was much interest in the de-

velopment of a fish protein concentrate (FPC) industry in

North America. At that time Holder, et al., [21] published

a report on the economics of a commercial FPC operation.

The authors estimated production costs for a range of

plants handling from 25 to 200 tons/day of whole fish, at a

price of $.0l-$.06/pound. Emphasis is placed on the high

risks and developmental costs of such an operation. A list

of factors affecting feasibility is provided. Among the

most important are: plant location, method of assessment

of feasibility, determination of risks, fish reserves and

quality, harvest techniques, availability of management

personnel, the product form and transportation costs.

FPC represents approximately 15% of the raw fish

weight. Because of this low yield, the cost of the product

is extremely sensitive to the cost of raw product. In fact,

the authors conclude that the price of fish is the single

most important item in the feasibility calculations.

In 1974 a study was undertaken by the Coos-Curry-

Douglas (CCD) economic improvement association to deter-

mine the economic feasibility of a fishineal plant on the

Southern Oregon Coast [12]. The report looks at character-

istics of the current fishrneal industry, the factors in-

fluencing future demand for fishmeal, and at the potential

sources of raw product, prior to conducting the actual

feasibility analysis of a fishmeal plant. The feasibility
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evaluation is made for plants of four output sizes, various

combinations of public and private financing, and several

sources of raw product supply. Capital and operating costs

for each plant are estimated based on the best available

information. Annual revenues are then estimated at various

prices for fishmeal.

The results indicate that the larger plants would pro-

bably be economically feasible if they could secure a stable

source of raw product supply. The authors point out that

two prior attempts to establish reduction plants in Washing-

ton failed due to the inability to assure regular supply.

The CCD study suggests two possible methods of remedying

this situation, the plant owning and operating the vessels

and explicit contracts with local fishermen to provide fish

to the plant. As will be detailed below, the supply of

fish to the plant is critical for pollock processors as

well. Assuring stable sources of raw product is one of the

foremost tasks of the potential pollock processor.

A market research study was conducted for the U.S.

Department of Commerce in 1965 to assess the prospects for

an Alaskan bottomfishery [361. The study focused on the

ability to market bottomfish products, assuming a depend-

able supply and price competitiveness. Although the

validity of these assumptions may be challenged today, some

useful conclusions are reached.



To evaluate resource pOtential, the authors utilized

the then recently published survey data by Alverson, Pruter,

and Ronholt [1]. It was found that pollock were the most

abundant roundfish between Juan de Fuca Strait and Cape

Spencer. In the range from 50-199 fathoms, pollock repre-

sented 36-54% of the roundfish in this region.

The authors express that if an Alaskan bottomfish

industry were to develop, it must be a highly efficient

operation. The structure must be different than the small

vessel, hand processing nature of the existing West Coast

bottomfish industry.

This report also stresses the importance of producing

high quality fillets in regular, consistent supplies. The

most promising markets are identified as the Mid-West and

Southern California in the form of frozen fillets, sticks,

and portions. Finally, the authors emphasize that price

competitiveness is essential in processed fish products.

In conclusion, the report states: tiWe believe that Alaska

bottomfish may one day soon also be exploited in an

economically profitable manner. Certainly the resource and

the potential markets both exist.

In a study perhaps most relevant to the current work

Lea and Roy have examined the economic feasibility of

2
U.S. Department of Commerce, Area Redevelopment Administra-
tion. 1965. A Market Research Study for a Proposed Alaska,
Bottomfish Industry. Wolf Management Services, New York,
pp. 80.
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processing groundfish from the Gulf of Mexico [25. The

authors hypothesize that lack of economic information

serves to impair development of this industry. This work

is broken down into three phases. The first phase looks at

whether supplies of groundfish are sufficient to support

processing facilities. Both survey and catch data are used

to demonstrate that there exist adequate biological supplies

to sustain a processing plant. A survey among fishermen was

then conducted to determine the ex-vessel prices for ground-

fish necessary to represent sufficient economic incentive to

land these species. It is hypothesized that at any ex-

vessel price of $.03-$.06/pound, a processing plant could

expect to receive sufficient quantities of groundfish to

sustain operations.

The second phase of the work focuses on selection of

those groundfish products which have the greatest economic

potential. The four product forms receiving most attention

are: headed and gutted, blocks, IQF fillets, and minced

fish.

A detailed description of the technological require-

ments of a plant precedes phase three of the study, deter-

mination of the optimal product mix. Linear programming

is used in the optimal product mix analysis, with esti-

mated margins at each stage of production providing the

economic information.
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The economic feasibility analysis is then conducted

for three plant sizes. Three measures of profitability are

employed, return on investment (ROl), internal rate of

return (IRR), and the payback period (PP). The larger

plant size generates the largest percentage return for all

three criteria. The authors indicate that the calculations

are based on preliminary information, and that the model

should be altered as time permits to include more recent

data.

Although commonly employed by businessmen, the payback

period and return on investment criteria are insufficient

from an economist's standpoint. The main criticism stems

from the failure to consider that a dollar today is worth

more than a dollar at some point in the future. Aside

from this facet of the study, the general framework is

quite applicable in addressing the problem of pollock pro-

cessing feasibility.
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III. UNCERTAINTY AND THE PROCESSING SECTOR

This chapter introduces some of the uncertainties with

which a potential pollock processor must deal in his

decision-making processes. A general discussion of uncer-

tainty in economic decision-making is provided to acquaint

the reader with the basic issues in this area. This is fol-

lowed by a discussion of the supply variability problem.

Finally, several other sources of uncertainty are discussed.

Decision-Making Under Uncertainty

Traditional microeconomic theory is based upon the

assumption that the markets in which the economic agents

act are perfectly competitive. One of the requirements of

a perfectly competitive market is that the decision-makers

have perfect knowledge of all conditions affecting their

economic behavior. This assumption of perfect knowledge

has received considerable attention by economists during

this century, and a branch of theory examining economic be-

havior under conditions of imperfect knowledge has evolved.

A distinction was made between risk and uncertainty by

Frank Knight [24 in 1921. Knight considered risk to be

those uncertainties which ôan be reduced to objective,

quantitatively determined probabilities, and hence can be

measured. Knight referred to uncertainty as those
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instances for which probabilities cannot be determined, and

hence are unmeasurable.

Knight's distinction between risk and uncertainty is

probably less helpful to the researcher than more recent

writings on the issue. As pointed out by Walker and Nelson

[43], Knight's classifications represent the two extremes

on a continuum of imperfect knowledge. Recognition of the

existence of subjective probabilities is a key facet of

more recent thinking. A more explicit breakdown of the

possible outcomes resulting, from a decision is provided by

Cohen and Cyert [14]. They make the following classifica-

tions:

1) Certainty

2) Objective Risk: possible to compute probability

3) Subjective Risk: decision-maker has no objective
basis, but feels he knows the
probabilities

4) Uncertainty: not possible to formulate probabili-
ties

Subjective probabilities, sometimes called judgmental

probabilities, are usually defined to be the degree of be-

lief or strength of conviction an individual has that a

particular state will occur. These subjective probabili-

ties are based on the person's past experience and know-

ledge of previous objective evidence. There are several

methods currently used in decision analysis to extract

these probabilities. One of the simplest is used in this
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research, the triangular density function. This and other

methods (such as mathematical programming) comprise but a

part of the expanding field of decision analysis under un-

certainty.

Causes of Uncertainty in Pollock Processing

Variability of Supply

Any seafood processing operation which depends upon

direct vessel delivery to its receiving facilities for a

supply of fish experiences an element of uncertainty in its

operations. This uncertainty may arise from one or a com-

bination of the following factors affecting supply: (1)

the resource itself, (2) weather, (3) the harvesting capa-

city, and (4) the difference between the fishermen's and

processor's economic incentives.

The pollock resource in S.E. Alaska will be discussed

elsewhere in some detail. However, a few characteristics

of fish populations will be noted here in the context of

supply variability. First, natural fluctuations in abun-

dance are unavoidable in any biological population.

Secondly, particularly in the case of a newly exploited re-

source, gaps in knowledge will inevitably exist. In the

case of pollock in S.E. Alaska, the distribution of the re-

source during the various seasons of the year is not cur-

rently known with any degree of confidence. Third, the
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seasonal movements (to different depths) of pollock are not

fully understood, necessitating some degree of experimental

fishing at the inception of the fishery.

Weather can play a significant role in the availability

of supply to a seafood processor. This is due to the fact

that the relatively small trawlers in use by West Coast

fishermen cannot fish effectively in extremely rough seas.

If a winter storm should continue for a week or so, dis-

allowing fishing for pollock, the processor would not re-

ceive a supply of raw product to the plant. Although a sum-

mer fishery is a possibility, given the existing trawl fleet

and alternative summer fisheries it appears as though a

winter/spring pollock fishery is more likely to develop.

The existing trawl fleet in S.E. Alaska is presently

quite limited, and a potential pollock processor must con-

sider this limited harvesting capacity as a source of un-

certainty. The uncertainty arises due to two characteris-

tics of the fleet. First, of the existing vessels trawling

in S.E. Alaska, very few of them have the capacity to trawl

in mid-water. Conversations with trawl fishermen and NMFS

gear development specialists reveal that the most efficient

method of harvesting pollock is otter trawling in mid-water.

This technique requires that the vessel possess a minimum

amount of horsepower in order to capture the fish (500 h.p.

is often cited as the minimum). The existing trawl fleet

with permits for bottomfish indicating S.E. Alaska resi-

dences is listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Vessel descriptions of bottomfish permit holders
with Southeast Alaska home addresses, as of
October, 1977. (Source: NMFS, Juneau, personal
communication)

Vessel Descriptions
Gear Type Tons Length

Beam Trawl 5 25 ft.
Beam Trawl ? 30 ft.
Otter Trawl 36 60 ft.
Otter Trawl ?
Otter Trawl 45 49 ft.
Otter Trawl 8 28 ft.

As can be observed in Table 1, there are currently six ves-

sels licensed to fish bottomfish in Southeast Alaska. The

ISI plant at Petersburg is currently receiving its pollock

from two vessels: the Kimber, a converted limit seiner,

and the Rupreanof a cannery-owned trawler/tender. Of these

two vessels, only the Kupreanof has the potential capability

of trawling in mid-water. It should be noted, however, that

there are other vessels in S.E. Alaska not currently licensed

to fish bottomfish which could enter the pollock fishery.

There also exist alternative fishing techniques (purse sein-

ing, Danish seining, and gillnetting) to trawling, which may

prove effective for harvesting pollock in certain locations

where trawling is not feasible.

The second characteristic of the fleet which may give

rise to uncertainty is the limited number of vessels

delivering pollock to the ISI plant. With only two trawlers

delivering nearly all the pollock, supply can be drastically

reduced should one vessel cease fishing due to a mechanical

breakdown or a decision by the skipper to deploy the vessel

elsewhere.



The fourth factor accounting for possible variability

in supply is the divergence in economic incentives between

the harvesters and the processors. This divergence may

arise due to the different opportunity costs of the re-

sources employed in pollock production. Opportunity costs

are defined by Ferguson and Gould as: "The alternative or

opportunity cost of producing one unit of commodity X is

the amount of commodity Y that must be sacrificed in order

to use resources to produce x rather than Y" [15, pg. 1811.

Stated differently, for the fisherman the opportunity

cost of resources used in pollock production is the fore-

gone production in other fisheries. For the processor, the

opportunity cost of resources used in processing pollock is

the foregone production of other seafood products. Due to

the fact that production and marketing relationships differ

for processors and harvesters, the opportunity costs of

producing pollock may be very high for the fisherman and

low for the processor. This situation could create discon-

tinuities in the production of pollock by a processor.

Subiective Probabilities. Some of the salient reasons

why a pollock processor cannot count on a stable stream of

supply have been explicated above. Uncertainty with regard

to supply is the single most critical factor affecting

development of a pollock fishery in Southeast Alaska.

Supply uncertainty is therefore the focal point of this

work. In order to evaluate economic feasibility, some
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range of expected production must be selected for the 10

year investment horizon used in this analysis.3 In order

to avoid arbitrary selection of production volumes, it was

decided that a probability distribution considering a range

of possible volumes would be preferable. As pointed out by

Cassidy, et al. [11], when evaluating investment proposals

influenced by stochastic events, subjective probabilities

must be used to generate the probability distribution.

These subjective probabilities are often implicitly used by

decision-makers; it would seerrtdesirable then to include

them explicitly in the model.

The Triangular Distribution. The task is to elicit

the subjective probabilities of the projected levels of

pollock production at the ISI plant over the next 10 years.

The triangular distribution is one of the more straightfor-

ward methods of estimating these subjective probabilities.

The triangular distribution is attractive because it can be

uniquely specified by three parameters and easily under-

stood by the managers who estimate the parameters. The

managers or other knowledgeable persons need only estimate:

(1) the minimum volume expected in each of 10 years, (2)

the most likely volume, and (3) the maximum volume. From

these three values, the probability distribution for the

3Ten years is assumed to be the useful life of the proces-
sing machinery, with a 10% salvage value at the end of the
ten-year period.



volume of pollock production at the ISI plant can be de-

rived for each of the ensuing 10 years. The mechanics of

the triangular distribution and the techniques used in this

analysis will be detailed later. The purpose of introduc-

ing the approach here is to underscore the importance that

variabilityof supply and the resulting uncertainty regard-

ing future volumes of produátion assume in examining the

question of economic feasibility.

This inability to guarantee a stable source of supply

has also hampered previous attempts to develop hake

(Merluccius productus) resources off the Pacific Coast. As

reported by Nelson and Dyer [27], a plant was established

at Aberdeen, Washington in the mid-1960's to produce meal

and oil from hake. The supply of fish to the plant at

Aberdeen was a continual problem. In 1977, Tom Lazio Fish

Co. in Eureka, California began production of hake fillets.

Again, the processing plant experienced an erratic supply

of hake, making production planning difficult.

Stabilizing Supply. A seafood processor recognizing

the potential variability in the supply of pollock may

choose to adopt one of several strategies to attempt to

stabilize supply. The traditional supply relationship con-

sists of fishermen-owned vessels selling fish to the pro-

cessor in the absence of any long-term price or quantity

commitments. Under this arrangement the processor has

very little control over the timing and quantities of fish
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delivered to the plant. As a consequence, discontinuities

in the quantity of fish supplied often occur.

A common institution in the fishing industry today is

for the processor to provide non-price concessions to

fishermen. The provision of ice, bait, shore facilities

(showers, etc.) , and unloading preference are examples of

such concessions. These concessions are usually understood

as a per fisherman cost-subsidy, rather than a per unit

subsidy. The purpose of these concessions is largely to

insure that a certain cadre of fishermen consistently

deliver to a particular processor. In essence, then, non-

price concessions may serve to stabilize the number of

fishermen delivering to a plant, and indirectly.to stabi-

lize the quantity of raw product received.

Contractual agreements may also be employed by the

processor in an attempt to stabilize supply. A cost-plus

agreement effectively shifts the risk of fishing from the

fisherman to the processor. An agreed upon premium over

and above the costs of fishing is paid the fisherman at the

conclusion Of each trip or at the end of the season. This

arrangement can only be effective, though, if the contract

specifies how a least-cost performance on the part of the

fisherman is to be insured.

Another possible contractual arrangement is an agree-

ment similar to that employed by some fisheries coopera-

tives. Prior to the season a set price per pound is agreed
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upon which is paid to the fisherman for deliveries through-

out the season. At the end of the season an additional

payment is made to the fisherman based on the price move-

ments for the species during the season.

Finally, an arrangement fairly common in the Oregon

groundfish industry qualifies as a type of contract. A

processor agrees to purchase species X in return for being

supplied species Y. This may be the only effective way of

obtaining sufficient quantities of Y, for which there may

be significant cost or revenue advantages in processing.

Another method processors mayemploy to stabilize

deliveries of raw product is to enter into partnerships

with the vessel owners. A partnership can be understood

here to mean a legal relationship whereby the parties agree

to share the costs and returns of an operation. Under a

partnership, the risks of fishing as well as the risks of

holding inventories are shared between fishermen and pro-

cessors.

A type of partnership in which the processor bears

part of the risks of fishing is referred to as the "coin-

surance" principle by Bhongsvej and Smith [6J. In this

plan the fisherman agrees to supply fish continuously to

the processor. The processor pays the operating expenses

of the vessel throughout the season. When the products

are sold, processing costs and fishing costs are deducted
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from revenues generated. The remaining profits are then

shared according to a predetermined formula.

The above contractual arrangements and partnerships

may indeed stabilize supply to the processing plant. How-

ever, these agreements may also entail some increased costs

in the form of higher ex-vessel prices paid to the fisher-

men. These increased costs may be more than offset, though,

by the advantages the processor may gain due to insuring a

stable flow of raw product. It should be noted, however,

that these advantages can only be obtained if conflicts

over fishing vessel operations between fishermen and pro-

cessors can be avoided.

The final arrangement whereby a processor may attempt

to stabilize supply is through outright ownership of fish-

ing vessels. Greig [16J enumerates some of the possible

advantages of vertical integration. The first is as a pro-

tection against uncertainty. Vertical integration can

assure the flow of raw product to the plant and keep operat-

ing costs at a minimum. Secondly, management can beim-

proved through increased control over production. And,

thirdly, economies of scale can be realized, as the most

efficient scale for one stage of production can be matched

with the most efficient scale for the subsequent stage.

This list of possible fishermen-processor arrangements

is by no means fully exhaustive,. It represents an attempt

to examine some of the possible alternatives by which a
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pollock processor may attempt to insure a more even flow of

raw product to the plant. Trawl fishermen in Petersburg

and managers at ISI were both asked to evaluate the above

arrangements. The response was nearly identical in that

both groups favored the traditional situation where fishing

operations are kept independent of processing operations.

The fishermen reacted strongly against the prospect of com-

peting with processor-owned vessels, which they claim could

be subsidized, and thus sell at below cost. The ISI

management indicated that they "are not in the fishing busi-

ness," and that the processing firm is sensitive to local

outcry against processor-owned vessels entering the fishery.

It is interesting to note, however, that of the two

vessels currently delivering pollock to the ISI plant, one

of them is owned by ISI. Apparently, during at least the

initial stages of a pollock fishery, processors can be ex-

pected to enter the harvesting sector. There areecononüc

advantages to the processor of vertically integrating into

the harvesting sector. These advantages stem from the

efficiency gains realized by management being able to con-

trol decision-making in the two subsequent stages of pro-

duction. In addition, the costs associated with the

negotiation of ex-vessel prices are eliminated. Both of

these factors, the efficiency gains and the elimination of

transactions costs, serve to reduce some of the uncertainty

arising from supply variability.
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Supply variability is an acute problem particularly

during the initial two or three years of a new fishery's

development. As fishermen acquire more experience with

new types of gear and learn where the pollock are distri-

buted throughout the year, catches can be expected to

stabilize somewhat. This experience more than any other

factor is probably going to resolve a substantial portion

of the supply variability problem in the ensuing years of

the fishery.

New Technology

An additional source of uncertainty for the pollock

processor is the mechanical processing equipment used in

the production of pollock fillets. Machine heading and

gutting, filleting, and skinning of fish is a technology

fairly new to Alaskan seafood processors. Most of the

machinery comes from Europe, and only experimentation will

document its effectiveness in handling Alaska pollock. The

most efficient design of a processing line, the amount of

adjustment required on the machinery, and the degree of

maintenance required are all unknown at the outset of pol-

lock production.

Pollock Markets/Prices

The markets for seafood products are always a poten-

tial source of uncertainty for a processing firm. Pollock



markets in particular are treated elsewhere in this work.

In the context of uncertainty, though, it should be noted

that world-wide fluctuations in landings of seafoods pre-

cipitate continually changing market relationships for

pollock products.

Institutional Policies

The Fisheries Conservation and Management Act of 1976

(FCMA) established regional management councils with the

authority to manage fisheries from 3-200 miles offshore.

The North Pacific Fisheries Management Council (NPFMC) has

jurisdiction over fisheries within waters off the Alaska

coast. The NPFMC is an entirely new management body, under

the purview of the Secretary of Commerce, whose policy deci-

sions vitally affect the course of Alaskan fisheries, both

domesticand international. A pollock processormust be

cognizant of the workings of this powerful body. Two

issues are of especial significance to a pollock processor.

The first is the respective allocations of pollock between

domestic and foreign fishermen. This of course is relevant

to the extent that a processor will receive pollock caught

outside three miles. Of even greater import is the decision

by the NPFMC whether or not to allow joint-ventures to

operate in Alaska. Currently there are two proposals for a

Korean-owned processing ship to anchor inside 3-miles and

receive pollock from U.S. trawl fishermen. One of these
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proposals is for SE. Alaskan waters, and the management at

1S1 claims that if approved, it would effectively put them

out of the pollock processing business. The fishermen are

not anxious to sell to the foreigners, though, and there is

some question as to which u.s. fishermen would deliver the

pollock. However, at this writing the issue has not been

resolved, and the domestic pollock processor must view this

as a considerable source of uncertainty. A decision by the

NPFMC on whether or not to allow the joint-ventures will be

made in July, 1978.

The Southeast Alaska pollock fishery is currently de-

veloping on stocks of fish caught within three miles. The

management jurisdiction for this fishery lies with the

Alaska Department of Fish and Game. Again, being a new

fishery, there is no management precedent upon which the

processor can base his expectations as to upcoming regula-

tions.

The final institutional policy mentioned here as a

potential source of uncertainty is the degree and form of

government involvement in fisheries development. The state

of Alaska has implemented a loss-guarantee program, through

which two processors who indicated an intention to enter

groundfish processing (ISI was one) , were granted

$145,000.00 each to allay production losses should they

occur. The possibility of further state action to stimu-

late groundfish development still exists. The U.S.
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Department of Commerce is currently seeking to distribute

excess revenues from fisheries tariffs and foreign license

fees to development projects. It is likely that some joint

industry-government sponsored production trial fishing for

Alaska groundfish will materialize in 1978.

These institutional policies, when added to the list

of other uncertainties . . . the resource, new technology,

and pollock markets, create a formidable obstacle to de-

velopment of a pollock fishery. This is not to say that a

pollock processing sector in Southeast Alaska will not de-

velop, but that the entrepreneur must make some intrepid

projections. Some information on the processing economics

is provided in the following chapters to facilitate the

entrepreneur's decision making.
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IV. METHODOLOGY

Four components of fisheries development are illus-

tratedin Figure 1. Resource availability, harvesting

capability, and the marketing and distribution framework

are not investigated as extensively as the processing sec-

tor, and are treated in a more descriptive manner.

A general statement is made as to the ability of the

pollock resource in S.E. Alaska to sustain commercial har-

vesting and processing operations.

An economic analysis of harvesting feasibility is not

undertaken in this work. The reason is essentially two-

fold: (1) the fishermen are not the recipients of state

funds as is ISI, and are not bound by contract to reveal

their costs, and (2) because of the very finite size of

the fleet (two vessels), publication of production costs

would disclose the operations of individual vessels. Cur-

rent ex-vessel prices for pollock are used as the basis

for the minimum cost assumptions in the processing feasi-

bility analysis. A range of ex-vessel prices higher than

the current prices are used for the alternate cost assump-

tions also evaluated.

Information on existing markets for pollock products

is obtained from secondary sources. Due to the uncertain-

ties currently surrounding potential foreign markets,
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biological status of stock

optimum yield

previous harvest levels

seasonal distribution

government regulations
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gear/techniques

ex-vessel prices

fleet capacity
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PROCESSING CAPACITY

technology

production costs

product forms
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MARKE TI NG/ DISTRIBUTION

wholesale prices

U.S. markets

export markets

Figure 1. Factors to be considered in development of a
domestic pollock fishery.
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emphasis is placed upon the status of the U.S. market.

National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) data are utilized

to examine recent price trends for pollock blocks. Addi-

tionally, some observations on the demand for groundfish

products are made based upon recent empirical work done at

the University of Rhode Island. Because of the size speci-

ficity of the filleting machinery, both (1) headed and

gutted and (2) filleted pollock must be produced, since all

pollock received are not the proper

price for headed and gutted pollock

in this research, @ l7c/lb., f.o.b.

present time, the market for headed

quite small compared to the market

price of pollock blocks is taken to

and determined endogenously in this

size for filleting. The

is treated as constant

Petersburg. At the

and gutted pollock is

for pollock blocks. The

be of primary interest,

work.

Processing Feasibility

As stated above, the objective ofthis work is to

evaluate the economic feasibility of pollock processing in

Southeast Alaska. The approach taken is to evaluate the

decision to invest in the capital equipment required for

pollock production in a manner consistent with accepted

investment analysis procedures.

Before proceeding with a discussion of various tech-

niques of investment analysis, an assumption implicit
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within most techniques will be made explicit. The assump-

tion is that decision-makers in a seafood firm seek to

maximize the net worth to the owners. It is recognized

that in actuality a manager may have several objectives,

but that maximizing net worth is taken to be the most rele-

vant to analyzing an investment proposal.

A partial-budgeting framework is utilized to assess

the effects on costs and revenues of establishing a p01-

lock processing line. It is assumed that only firms cur-

rently engaged in seafood processing with plants in exis-

tence will consider initiation of pollock processing.

Since only part of the business will be affected by pollock

operations, the partial-budget was judged appropriate. As

stated by Smith [331, three principles warrant considera-

tion when using a partial-budget. First, only those costs

and returns that will change if the action is taken should

be included in the budget. Second, non-monetary factors

need to be considered after the budget is completed.

Third, it is important to know how accurate the partial-

budget is.

Measures of Investment Worth

Much of the following material has been drawn from two

main sources, The Capital Budgeting Decision, by Bierinan

and Smidt [7], and Ctal Investment Analysis, by Aplin,

Casler, and Francis [31.
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Capital investment decisions are very important as

they influence the long-run flexibility of the firm.

Therefore, it is critical that a valid measure of invest-

ment worth be employed by managers in their decision-making.

One measure of investment worth frequently used by business-

men is known as the payback period. Very simply, th,e pay-

back period is the time it takes to repay the initial in-

vestinent. The shorter the payback period, the higher the

ranking of the investment. This can be written as:

C
E

where: P = payback period, in years

C capital required

E = additional average annual after-tax earnings,
before depreciation, expected from investment

The payback period is an insufficient measure because:

(1) it ignores the entire economic life of the investment,

(2) it fails to take into account the timing of proceeds

earned prior to the payback date, and (3) it is more a

measure of liquidity than of profitability.

Another measure of investment worth commonly used is

the return on investment CR01) . This can be expressed as:

E- DR

where: R = average annual rate of return

E = expected annual after-tax earnings, before
depreciation, from investment
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D = additional average annual depreciation

C = amount of capital required at time of investment

Although ROl does consider the entire economic life of

an investment, it also contains some pertinent shortcomings.

The R computed is not comparable to figures on bonds, in-

terest or borrowed funds, etc., since such rates are corn-

puted on capital in use from year to year rather than on the

average investment. Also, the ROl method fails to take into

account the timing of cash outlays and benefits.

The above two measures of investment worth were deemed

insufficient primarily because they fail to consider the

time value of money. The time value of money is comprised

of three components: alternate uses for the money, a risk

premium, and an inflation premium. Measures of investment

worth which do take into account the time value of money

are called discounted cash flow measures. Two such measures

are the internal rate of return (IRR) and net present value

(NPV).

The IRR method involves finding a discount rate which

makes the present value of cash inflows just equal to the

present value of cash outlays for an investment. Expressed

as a formula, the IRR is:

A, A A S
+ +. .

(1+r) (l+r)2 (l+r) (l+r)
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where: C = capital expenditure required

A1,A2. . .A = cash inflow after taxes in years 1,2,. ..n

r = rate. of return that will equate the income
stream to capital outlay required.

n = expected economic life of the project

S = estimated salvage value in year n

The r or internal rate of return represents the high-

est rate of interest an investor can afford to pay on bor-

rowed funds. The decision rule is stated as follows: if

the IRR is greater than the investor's minimum acceptable

rate of return, the investmentis justifiable.

The NPV method involves four discrete steps. First,

an appropriate rate of discount is selected which reflects

the minimum allowable rate of return. Then the present

value of net cash inflows is computed. Third, the present

value of net outlays is computed. And fourth, the outlays

are subtracted from the inflows to yield the net present

value. This process is expressed as:

NPV=PVR-PVC
R R R SPVR=+ 2 n

(1+r) (1+r)2 (1+r) (l+r)n

.pVC=CI

where: NPV = net present value

PVR = present value of net revenues

PVC = present value of costs
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R1,R21.. .R = net cash inflows after taxes in years
1,2,. ..n (revenues net of operating and
maintenance costs)

r = rate of discount

n = expected life of the asset

S = salvage value of asset in year n

C1 = initial capital expenditure

The decision rule using NPV is very simple. If NPV is

greater than zero, the investment is economically viable.

If NPV is less than zero, the investment should not be made.

It was stated earlier that both the IRR and NPV are

valid measures of investment worth. It should also be men-

tioned that in most cases the two criteria will lead to the

same decision. However, under certain circumstances the

IRR method can lead to incorrect decisions. This can occur

when evaluating mutually exclusive investments or when

evaluating investments which involve more than one period

of cash outlays interspersed with cash inflows. In addi-

tion, the NPV method is generally simpler to compute. The

feasibility of pollock processing will therefore be

evaluated using the net present value method.

Theparticular application of the NPV technique in

this research entails some explicit assumptions. First,

the decision was made to use pre-tax cash flows rather than

after-tax flows. This has been done primarily since a

partial-budgeting approach has been taken. The revenues
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generated from pollock processing are likely to comprise

but a minor portion of total firm revenues. Since taxes

are assessed on the total revenues of the firm, it would be

difficult to determine what marginal tax rate should apply

to the pollock processing operations. Thus all cash flows

have been computed on a pre-tax basis. Secondly, current-

year (constant) prices are used over the ten-year invest-

ment horizon because current-year costs are also used for

the same period. A range of costs is utilized which is

then treated as constant over the ten years. This is

recognized as a limitation of the analysis, but deemed a

necessary measure in the absence of reliable price fore-

casts for pollock blocks. Finally, a range of discount

rates, r= 0.10, r = 0.15, and r = 0.20, is used to allow

the reader to choose the minimum acceptable rate of return.

The Triangular Distribution

The NPV technique requires estimates of future volumes

as well as prices in order to generate revenue streams over

the life of the investment. As noted earlier, estimates of

future volumes of pollock production are extremely hazard-

ous due to the supply variability problem. For this reason

it was decided to use a probability distribution of volumes

rather than a single estimate. When an investment proposal

is influenced by random events, subjective probabilities

are required to estimate the distribution of outcomes [11].
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The triangular distribution function is used to estimate

these subjective probabilities in this work. This distri-

bution has been used successfully to evaluate research ex-

penditures by Sprow [341,. to look at investment decisions

under uncertainty, by Swirles and Lusztig [353, and by

Cassidy, et al. [lii to estimate the effects of pasture

improvement investments.

Following Cassidy, et al.., [113, the probability den-

sity function of the triangular distribution is:

f(x)
(c-a)(b-a)

, a x b (')

f(x)
(c-a)(b-c) ,

. b x c (2)

where: x = the value of a particular variable

a the estimated minimum value of x

b = the estimated "most likely" value of x

c = the estimated maximum value of x

= probability density. function

Some desirable properties of the triangular distribu-

tion are: (1) the triangular distribution is completely

specified by three parameters, a, b, and C; (2) the para-

meters of the triangular distribution are more easily

understood by decision-makers than probability assignments;

and (3) the distribution is capable of being skewed. In

this research, estimates of the minimum, most likely, and
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maximum volumes are obtained for each year over the ten

year investment horizon, providing a different triangular

distribution for each of the ten. years. Estimates of these

volume levels were obtained from two sources and averaged,.

One set of estimates was obtained from personnel at ISI and

the other from the ADF&G area management biologist. These

estimates are listed in Appendix Table A.

The triangular density function is represented graphi-

cally in Figure 2.

In order to get the cumulative probability function,

F(x), we integrate the triangular density function:

F(x) = I f(x)dx such that F(a) 0 and F(c) 1. This gives

us:

F(x)
(c-a)(b-a) , a x b (3)

F(x) - 1
(c-a)(c-b)

b x c (4)

The cumulative probability function is illustrated in

Figure 3. Next we solve for x in terms of F(x)

1
x = a + [F(x) (c-a) (b-a)12, a x b (5)

1
x = c [(1- F(x)(c-a)(c-b)]2, b x c (6)

By random selection of the ordinate, F(x), we can then

derive a value of x, the variable subject to stochastic

variation (volume in this case) . F(x) is interpreted to
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Figure 2. The triangular density function.
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mean the probability of a volume being less than or equal

to some specified value of x.

Monte Carlo Simulation

The second stage of the technique is to randomly

select a sufficient number of F(x) values to generate a

cumulative probability function of volumes for each of the

ten years. A Monte Carlo random number program is used to

generate 954
values of F(x) for each of the ten years..

For example, a value of F(x) , say 0.41, is randomly

selected, substituted into the appropriate equation5, (5)

or (6), with the parameters a, b, and c for that year,

yielding a level of volume, xi'. The interpretation is that

the probability of attaining a level of volume x is

0.41. This procedure is repeated 95 times for each year,

generating a probability distribution of volumes for each

of years one through ten. For purposes of the calculations

below, these volume distributions can be described by an

4Originally 150 values of F(x) were randomly selected by
the Monte Carlo simulation, generating a distribution of
150 volumes per each year, and ultimately a distribution
of 150 break even block prices for each set of assump-
tions. However, computer storage limitations restricted
the number of observations to 95 on each variable. Due
to the fact that all of the distributions of block prices
exhibit very little variation, it was decided that 95
observations is a sufficient number for the purposes of
this research.

5The value of F(b) = . If F(x) F(b) , equation (5)

is used, and if F(x) .F(b) , equation (6) is used.
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[n x t] random volume matrix of the following form:

vii ..........vit

V Vni nt

where: n = 95

t= 10

One Monte Carlo trial can be thought of as generating one

row in the above matrix.

Determination of Revenue Streams

Having generated volume distributions in the above

manner, cash flow estimates are then required for the NPV

calculations. ISI personnel indicate that approximately

70% of the pollock received are a suitable size for fillet-

ing, while the remaining 30% must go into headed and gutted

product. Since both products must be produced, it was

decided that a weighted margin per pound of raw product

would be used to calculate revenue from production. All

variable costs of production, for both product forms, are

listed in Appendix Tables C and D. These costs.are all

converted to c/lb. of raw product. In the same fashion,
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revenues from the sale of blocks as well as headed and

gutted, are converted to c/lb. of raw product. These con-

versions allow calculation of:

Net revenue/lb. of raw product VCb) +
(7)

03056hg VChg)

where: 0,7 = proportion of raw product going into block
production

0.22 = yield on blocks

= wholesale price for frozen pollock blocks

VCb = variable costs of producing blocks, in c/lb.
raw product

0.3 = proportion of raw product going into headed
and gutted production

0.56 yield on headed and gutted product

hg = price for headed and gutted, fixed at 17/lb.

VCh = variable ccsts of producing headed and guttedg
product, in c/lb. raw product

The NR/pound is interpreted as the margin of sales revenues

over the variable costs of production, converted to a per

pound of raw product basis. If we label this NR/pound of

raw product Y, then volume (V) times Y equals net cash in-

flows for a given cost assumption and level of

However, as was stateclearlier, prices of pollock

blocks,
b' cannot be predicted with confidence over the

next ten years within the limitations of this research.

An attempt was made to specify an econometric model of
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block prices, but due to time constraints sufficient data
on the independent variables could not be obtained. In

order to predict future values for the dependent variable,

block prices, one must project future values for each of

the independent variables. Projections of world poliock

landings, U.S. imports of pollock, and prices of substi-

tutes, some of the independent variables considered, are

not available at this writing.

The decision was made to solve the NPV equation for

the break-even level °b This is considered a more use-
ful approach than either arbitrary selection of a range of
prices or price forecasting in the absence of a tested

model. In order to solve for the break-even
b' initially

the break-even level of Y must be established.

Mathematically, we have:

NPV PVR - PVC

PVC = C0 cost of investment in pollock pro-
cessing facilities and equipment

We are interested in the break-even NPV, or where NPV = 0.

Thus we have:

0 = PVR C0

Substituting for PVR,

V. (Y.) V. (Y.) V. (Y.) SVii 1 i2 1 ilO 1

(l+r) (l+r) (l-i-r), (l+r)
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where: V11V2,. ..V110 = volume levels determined by Monte
Carlo trials

i 1,2,.. .n (number of Monte Carlo
trials)

Y. = Net Revenue/pound of raw product
1

for the th trial

r = discount rate

SV = salvage value of machinery

Equation (8) can be rewritten as:

Solving for

SV 10 V.
C0- y( it)

(1+r)10 t=l (1+r)

SV

10 .

it

t1 (1+r).

for i = 1,2, . . . 95

Using the values from the random volume matrix, equation

(9) gives us 95 values of Y, the Net Revenue/pound of raw

product, for which the NPV of the investment equals zero,

for a given discount rate. The next step isto convert

this to a break-even level of
b'

the price of pollock

blocks. Recalling equation (7), gives us:

Y °7°22b VC ) + 0056h ) VChb g g
(10)

0.7(VCb) + 2.856 O3(VChg)
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since
hg is fixed at 17/pound. For given levels of pro-

céssing costs, VCb and VCql the frequency distribution of

Pb can be determined using the values of from equation

(9).

This in essence represents the output of the above

model, the frequency distribution of pollock block prices,

for which the NPV = 0, under a given set of assumptions.

To evaluate economic feasibility, then, one chooses the

level of cost assumption and discount rate deemed appro-

priate, solves for the break-even distribution of
b' and

compares this with the current market price for pollock

blocks. If the current market price exceeds the break-even

the investment is economically feasible under the

chosen set of assumptions. If the current market price is

less than the break-even
b' the investment is not economi-

cally feasible.

One final variation in the analysis remains. Produc-

tion costs and revenues vary depending on whether or not

the pollock contain roe. When the fish contain roe,

variable costs of production as well as revenues are dif-

ferent than under production without roe. Equation (10)

represents the cost and revenue relationships for pollock

production without roe. Appendix Tables E, F, and G pro-

vide the detailed breakdown of NR/lb. of raw product cal-

culations for production without roe, production with roe,

and mixed production. The analysis is undertaken for all
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three assumptions, with the emphasis on mixed production,

ascertained to be the most realistic. It was assumed that

50% of yearly production will be with roe and 50% without

roe, throughout the ten year period, for the mixed produc-

tion analysis.



V. RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

The Pollock Resource in the Gulf of Alaska

The Gulf of Alaska is generally defined to include

waters of the North Pacific between 170°W and 132°40'W

longitude, or between the eastern Aleutian Islands and

Dixon Entrance [28, P. 8]. Pollock now represents the

largest exploitable biomass of gadoid (cod-like) fishes in

the Gulf, due at least in part to the reduction in stocks

of Pacific Ocean perch (Sebastes alutus) during recent

years. Pollock, along with other groundfish species, occur

mainly in waters of the continental shelf, at bottom depths

between 30-200 fathoms. In summer pollock are thought to be

most abundant between 50-150 fathoms, while in winter they

move to 100-200 fathoms. Pollock mature at an average age

of three years, have an average fecundity of 100,000 eggs,

and spawn during the months March-June 128, p. 161].

During the past 25 years, groundfish surveys have been

conducted in the Gulf by the National Marine Fisheries Ser-

vice (NMFS), producing various types of biological inforina-

tion. These surveys are intended to provide unbiased esti-

mates of the condition of groundfish stocks. Of perhaps

greatest interest are the estimates of exploitable biomass,

which are derived using the area-swept method. This method,

as described by Alverson, et al. [1], assumes that the
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standard trawl captures all demersal fishes in its path.

Average exploratory catch rates, average trawling speed,

average working gape of the standard trawl, and area of the

shelf covered are all considered in the estimation. The

population (exploitable biomass) is calculated by multiply-

ing the number of area units contained in a region by the

yield in pounds/hour of trawling.

Maximum sustainable yield (MSY) can be derived from

the estimate of exploitable biomass. MSY is defined as

"the largest average catch which can be taken from a stock

over a reasonable period of years under current environmen-

tal conditions" [28, p. 181}. For fish stocks near virgin

conditions the Guiland [18} equation is appropriate for

deriving MSY. This equation is

MSY = aNB
0

where a = constant = 0.4

M = instantaneous natural mortality rate

B0 = virgin biomass

Since pollock stocks in the Gulf have been fairly lightly

fished, the Gullandequation is used to estimate MSY for

pollock. The exploitable biomass was estimated to be 1.1-

2.1 million mt for the Gulf [28, p. 1861. Assuming M to be

0.4, the estimate of MSY is between 169,000 and 338,000 mt

for pollock in the entire Gulf of Alaska.



The Pollock Resource in Southeast Alaska

The Southeast Alaska statistical area is defined to

comprise waters between Cape Spencer on the north and Dixon

Entrance on the south. Because of the highly perishable

nature of pollock, only fish caught within this region will

be considered available to a fish processor located at

Petersburg. The storage properties of pollock have been

assessed in a joint industry-government venture on ground-

fish undertaken in 1974 [42]. Experiments were conducted

to determine the effects of various storage mediums on the

quality of fish flesh. Pollock which were well-iced re-

mained in good condition for three days, after which time

they began to deteriorate. Fish held in refrigerated sea

water (RSW) at 30°F, were found to be acceptable up to a

period of five days. Finally, pollock were held in slush-

ice made by combining fresh water ice and salt-water and

maintained at 31°F. These fish were found to be of equal

appearance after seven days to those held in RSW for five

days. The report concludes that pollock, which are chilled

rapidly and maintained at a proper temperature, have a

storage time of up to six days, and that a less than five

day old fish is preferable. In order to insure a good

quality catch, then, the fishermen can only range a

limited distance (2-3 days) from the processing plant.

For this reason the availability of the resource within
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Southeast Alaska must be evaluated for purposes of the

feasibility analysis.

Specific information on the status of the pollock re-

source in Southeast Alaska is less complete than for the

Gulf as a whole. The research vessel John N. Cobb was

utilized by NMFS to survey groundfish resources in South-

east Alaska during April-May 1976 [37]. The gear used in

this survey was a standard 400-mesh Eastern bottom trawl.

Throughout much of the survey area, the bottom was found to

be very rough and not suitable for bottom trawling. The

results indicate very low catch rates for pollock in out-

side waters. In inside waters, pollock catches were

variable, with the highest concentration occurring in Sea

Otter Sound. It should be emphasized though, that this

cruise used only one type of net during just two months of

the year.

During May of 1976, NMFS and local processors combined

to charter the F/v Ocean Leader, to conduct further surveys

for groundfish in Southeastern [38]. Two Norwegian fisher-

men were hired to demonstrate the use of several mid-water

trawis. The outside waters from Cape Ommaney to Ice Bay

were not found to contain significant concentrations of

pollock. In inside waters, though, and particularly within

Seymour Canal, the mid-water gear captured substantial

quantities of pollock. In Seymour Canal pollock were found

at 30-60 fathoms where the depth was 65-100 fathoms. In



all, six mid-water trawis produced about 180,000 pounds of

pollock from Seymour Canal.

Results from the 1977 research cruise in Southeast

Alaska (John N. Cobb 77-3) are not available at this time.

However, Steven Hughes, a fishery research biologist with

the Resource Assessment and Conservation Engineering Divi-

sion of NMFS, was contacted regarding the recent surveys.6

Mr. Hughes expressed optimism when queried about pollock

abundance in Southeast Alaska. In fact, the quantities of

pollock appear to be increasing coincident with the demise

of ocean perch stocks in the same area. Mr. Hughes noted

that the early maturing, opportunistic feeding pollock have

moved into the ecological niche once filled by the relative-

ly late-maturing, low-fecund perch. Finally, Mr. Hughes

noted that pollock in inside waters appear more pelagic

than in outside waters, further substantiating the need for

mid-water trawling capability.

In order to obtain an estimate of MSY for pollock in
Southeastern Alaska, one must return to the Fishery Manage-

ment Plan for the Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Fishery [28).

The exploitable biomass for the area is estimated to be

25,000-51,000 mt. Applying the Gulland equation yields an

estimate of MSY for pollock in Southeast of 4,000 to 8,160

mt. This estimate, however, pertains only to those waters

5Steven Hughes, personal interview, Seattle, Washington,
October 17, 1977.
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seaward of the Alexander Archipelago. Abundance estimates

for the inside waters of Southeastern, where U.S. vessels

are likely to operate, are not available at this time.

Pollock Exploitation in the Gulf

The large trawlers of foreign nations were the first

to fish for pollock in the Gulf of Alaska. Vessels of the

U.S.S.R. were the first to appear, deploying trawlers and

support fleets in this area as early as 1962. The Soviets

originally targeted on ocean perch, but this fishery peaked

in 1965, forcing them to target on other species. As indi-

cated in Table 2, Soviet catches of. pollock have increased

substantially in recent years.

Table 2. Approximate catches of pollock from the Gulf of
Alaska, 1967-1976 (1,000 metric tons)

Country 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

U.S. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 tr tr tr

U.S.S.R. 0 0 0 0 tr 20 29 31 38 40

Japan 6 6 18 9 9 14 7 30 10 14

R.O.K. 0 0 tr 0 0 1 1 0 0 6

Poland 0 0 0 0 0 0 tr 0 0 tr

TOTAL 6 6 18 9 9 35 38 61 48 60

Source: Fishery Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement for the Gulf of Alaska Groundfish Fishery
During 1978, N.P.F.M.C., Sept. 23, 1977, for years
1967-1975. "The Fisherman's News," May1977, first
issue, for 1976.
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Japan began commercial trawling for groundfish in the

Gulf in 1963. The Japanese employ primarily large factory

stern trawlers in this area, although the Gulf fishery is

much less extensive than the Japanese effort in the Bering

Sea. The Japanese also originally targeted on perch, and

have switched to other species in the last decade. The

extent of Japanese pollock catches in the Gulf can also be

obtained from Table 2.

Vessels of the Republic of Korea have been fishing in

the Gulf since 1972, although catches of pollock have been

quite modest. Poland began limited commercial trawling in

the Gulf in 1974. To date the Polish have not harvested

pollock in large quantities as seen from Table 2.

The catch data provided by foreign governments

generally lack sufficient detail to permit allocation of

harvests to specific areas within the Gulf. However, it

is known that foreign catches did not occur with the in-

side waters of Southeast. To date, the harvest of pollock

in S.E. Alaskan waters has been quite modest. In 1976

U.S. fishermen harvested approximately 186 mt of pollock

from waters within Southeast Alaska, the majority of which

was caught with purse seines [28, p. 73].

Based on the currently available information, a defini-

tive statement of the potential yield from the pollock re-

soUrce in Southeast Alaskan waters cannot be made. It

should be re-emphasized that a processing plant in this
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region can expect to receive pollock from an area bounded

by Cape Spencer on the north and Dixon Entrance on the

south. It should also be noted that the existing trawl

fleet in S.E. Alaska consists primarily of relatively

small vessels converted to trawling from other fisheries.

These vessels are restricted to fishing in inside waters

by their size, in a region where no historical pollock

exploitation has taken place.

Observations on Pollock Abundance in Southeast
Alaska byU.S. Fishermen

Salmon fishermen in S.E. Alaskahave noticed concen-

trations of pollock in Southeastern waters for many years.

However, these sightings have nearly always been during the

summer months when salmon fishing takes place. The assump-

tion, perhaps unwarranted, was made that the poilock are

present in large quantities during the winter months as

well. The fact is that this assumption is based on conjec-

ture rather than commercial fishing trials. Skipper Eric

Grosvald of the F/v Kimber has been trawling during

October, November and December -of 1977, and as of yet has

seen very little evidence of pollock. Although fishing

with a bottom trawl, the side-scanning sonar has detected

very little sign of fish in mid-water. Mr. Grosvald

expressed that pollock may become more abundant during the
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months January-April

The Southeast Alaskan trawler's attitude toward the

pollock resource can be summed up as follows. Basically,

we need more information about the fish themselves: their

feeding habits, diurnal movements, seasonal migrations,

and spawning behavior. In addition, the fishermen need

more experience fishing for pollock: with the electronics

involved (sonar, net sounders, plotters, etc.) , the mid-

water nets which may be required, and with fishing during

various months of the year.

Barry Bracken, Assistant Area Management Biologist for

the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G), also ex-

pressed that our current knowledge of the pollock resource

is less than complete.8 Mr. Bracken noted that the pollock

do appear more abundantly in the summer months, and in fact

may move offshore during the winter months. The commercial

fishing season may not begin until January and last through

April or May. Finally, Mr. Bracken confirmed that we do

know that "krill," small shrimp-like euphausiids, serve as

the primary food source of the pollock in Southeastern

waters.

In summary, the current situation regarding the poi-

lock resource can be characterized by a single word --

7Eric Grosvald, personal interview, Petersburg, Alaska,
December 20, 1977.

8Barry Bracken, personal interview, Petersburg, Alaska,
December 21, 1977.



uncertain. Until more definitive information exists as to

the availability of pollock throughout the year, no state-

ment can be made as to the sufficiency of the resource to

support a commercial fishery. In fact, at the current

time, the availability of the resource during the winter

months is the principal uncertainty clouding the issue of

the economic feasibility of pollock processing in South-

east Alaska.



VI. POLLOCK MARKETS

U.S. Groundfish Consumption Trends

In 1976 the per capita consumption of fish and shell-

fish in the U.S. rose to 12.9 pounds, edible meat, equal-

ling the record set in 1973. This is an increase of 0.7

pound over 1975, of which fresh and frozen finfish

accounted for 0.5 pound of the increase [39].

Groundfish are generally consumed in the form of fil-

lets, fish sticks, or fish portions. The major species

consumed in the fillet form are cod, flatfish, ocean perch,

and haddock. Since pollock are primarily consumed in the

form of sticks and portions, emphasis will be placed on

this product form in this exposition. Consumption of fish

sticks and portionsrose to a record 438.4 million pounds

in 1976, an increase of 14% over 1975 (see Figure 4) . This

increase in consumption was stimulated by an expansion in

sales by fast food restaurants. Approximately 75% of the

portions marketed in the U.S. were sold to restaurants and

institutions. Of the 4.38 million pounds of sticks and por-

tions sold in 1976, 340 million, pounds were in the form of

portions [40].

This increased utilization of sticks and portions

stimulated an increase in the importation of fish blocks,

from which sticks and portions are made. Imports of fish
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blocks during 1976 reached a record 379 million pounds, an

increase of 21% over 1975. Imports comprised 95% of all

fish blocks utilized in the U.S. in 1976. The principal

suppliers of blocks in rank order were Iceland, Republic

of Korea, Canada, Denmark, Norway, and Japan [401.

Imports of pollock blocks, as seen in Table 3, totaled

95.7 million pounds in 1976. Korea supplied 61% of this

Table 3. U.s. imports of pollock blocks, by country of
origin, 1974-1976 (product weight)-.

1974 1975 1976
Country of Origin (million pounds)

Iceland 6.9 10.9 10.2

Republic of Korea 14.8 36.7 58.6

Canada 1.1 2.8 1.2

Denmark 5.3 3.1 5.0

Norway 1.6 3.8 5.1

Japan 47.0 15.5 10.5

Federal Republic of Germany 1/ 0.1 1.9

Poland - 0.2 2.0

United Kingdom 3.3 1.3 0.8

Other 0.1 0.4 0.4

TOTAL 80.1 74.8 95.7

2'Less than 50,000 pounds.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.

total followed by Japan with 11% of the total. During

1976, pollock block prices began at around 36 cents per
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pound, rose to 49 cents per pound in September, and re-

maineci steady throughout the remainder of the year (Table

4)

During the first half of 1977, the consumption of

fish sticks and portions was 223 million pounds, virtually

identical to that of the same period in 1976 [411. The

production of portions increased 1% to 176 million pounds,

stimulated primarily by the fast food market, the principal

outlet for portions. The wholesale prices of portions have

risen appreciably during 1977, with cod portions reaching a

record $1.14 per pound and pollock portions a record $0.78

per pound, both in September 1977 [411.

The wholesale prices of fish sticks also rose during

the first three quarters of 1977. The price of cod sticks

increased to $1.15 per pound in September, a gain of 17%

over January. Pollock sticks rose to a price of $0.80 per

pound, an increase of 18% over January [41] . Unlike por-

tions, fish sticks are marketed primarily through retail

stores, and rising prices of fish sticks may generate con-

sumer resistance to continued buying. At the retail level,

fish sticks compete with other protein sources such as meat

and poultry. As indicated by Figure 5, the consumer price

index for fish hasrisen at a faster rate than that of all

food over the past two years. In addition, the price

trend for meat and poultry since October of 1975 has been

downward. Increased prices of fish sticks relative to
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other protein sources occurred at the same time as a 4%

drop in production during the first half of 1977, compared

with the same period in 1976.

Imports of fish blocks reached a record 190.9 million

pounds during the first half of 1977. The utilization of

pollock blocks rose to 50.6 million pounds during this

period, an increase of 20% over 1976. Pollock blocks now

comprise approximately one-quarter of the fish blocks im-

ported and utilized in the U.S. Korea continued to be the

major supplier of pollock blocks with 56% of the total,

followed by Iceland with 14% and Japan with 12%. The

wholesale price of Alaska pollock blocks increased 33% to

$0.65 per pound in the January-June 1977 period, was

quoted at a record $0.68 in September of 1977 and remained

steady through December (Table 4).

U.S. Groundfish Demand: Functional
Re 1 at ions hips

An econometric analysis of the demand for groundfish

in the U.S. was recently completed by Bockstael [8]. This

work is drawn upon here to help identify some of the func-

tional relationships underlying the demand for groundfish

products. Bockstael begins by questioning the conventional

thinking that U.S. consumers will necessarily benefit from

reduced foreign catches of groundfish resulting from quotas

imposed by the FCMA. In fact, if these same foreign nations
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Table 4. Wholesale prices of Alaska pollock frozen fish
blocks, monthly, 1974-1977.

Month 1974 1975 1976 1977

January 52.8 31.0 35.6 49.0

February 51.8 31.8 36.0 48.6

March 50.3 34.5 37.5 49.5

April 48.5 34.5 38.4 1/

May 45.4 33.6 39.5 59.5

June 43.7 32.7 42.0 60.2

July 40.5 33.0 43.4 65.0

August 40.0 33.9 46.8 67.0

September 39.5 34.6 49.0 68.0

October 37.3 35.5 48.9 66.0

November 36.0 35.7 49.0 67.0

December 1/ 36.2 49.0 68.0

Average 44.2 33.9 43.0 60.7

1/ .

Insufficient quotes.

Note: Prices to processors as quoted by producers, im-
porters, and brokers at Boston, Gloucester, and
New Bedford.

Source: Fishery Market News Reports, National Marine
Fisheries Service, Boston, Massacusetts.
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become competitors for groundfish previously exported, to

the U.S., prices may actually rise to U.S. consumers. By

analyzing the demand for groundfish products, it is hoped

that relationships such as the above can be clarified.

Bockstael examines the demand and supply relationships

for U.S. roundfish imports. In the short run, landings of

groundfish are not determined by price, but by capital

stocks (vessels), weather conditions, and biological stocks

of fish. This is not an uncommon phenomenon in the

fisheries. The demand for a good is traditionally thought

to be a function of the price of the good, the relative

prices of substitutes, population, and income. The U.S.

demand for groundfish imports is also strongly affected by

tariffs on the groundfish products. One of the more im-

portant characteristics of the demand for groundfish im-

ports is that it is an intermediary demand, not a final

demand. The importers reprocess the fish blocks into.

sticks and portions and distribute the fillets through

wholesale outlets.

Bockstael expresses the intermediary's demand for im-

ports as: d = fn (import price, wholesale price, existing

inventories, and several variables which reflect the de-

sired level of inventories) . The importer's prior con-

tracts also significantly affect the demand for imports.

Of particular relevance to this work is Bockstael's

conclusion that the demand for blocks doesn't seem to be
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significantly affected by relative prices. This can be

explained by two phenomena: (1) intermediaries have no

present alternative to imports, and (2) the trend in con-

sumption of sticks and portions has been steadily upward

over the past several years.

The supply of imports, however, does appear to be in-

fluenced by relative prices (U.S. import prices). Also

significant in the supply equation were groundfish prices

in West Germany, a large consuming nation, and world land-

ings of groundfish.

Finally, Bockstael notes that the price elasticities

of demand for groundfish products are extremely high. This

means that a given percentage rise in groundfish product

prices will result in a proportionately larger reduction in

quantity demanded. Bockstael concludes that if foreign

access to fish stocks is reduced due toquotas imposed by

the U.S., resulting in a reduction in supply of groundfish

products, then prices of groundfish products may not neces-

sarily increase substantially. The reason is that the high

price elasticities of demand indicate consumers would

shift to other sources of protein as groundfish prices rise.

Bockstael's conclusion seems reasonable when applied to the

demand for fish sticks, which are marketed at the retail

level. However, in 1976 93.4 million pounds of sticks were

produced while portion production reached 340.1 million

pounds [411. There apparently is a separate demand for
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portions than for sticks, which may be less price elastic

than the demand for sticks. This demand for portions,

especially by fast food enterprises, may be sufficient to

maintain fish block prices at their current record levels.

Foreiqn Markets

Extension of coastal nations' jurisdiction to 200

miles throughout the world has potentially significant

implications for world groundfish markets. The distant

water trawling fleets of many nations currently exporting

groundfish products now face quotas in most of their tradi-

tionally fished waters. These countries' access to the

resources has been curtailed markedly in some instances,

thus creating the possibility that these nations may be-

come net importers of groundfish products.

Korea, the major source of pollock imports to the

U.S., has been virtually denied further access to pollock

in waters of the U.S.S.R. ROK vessels formerly caught from

347,000 to 600,000 metric tons annually in these waters

[28, pg. 921. In addition, Korean vessels also face quotas

in U.S. waters of the North Pacific.

Japan, the third largest source of pollock imports to

the U.S., also faces severe quota limitations. Japanese

vessels have previously harvested around 1,000,000 mt of

pollock from U.S.S.R. waters; in 1977 their quota from
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these waters is 400,000 mt, a 60% reduction.9

Superficially, then, it would appear as though Japan

and Korea are potential export markets for U.S. producers

of poliock products. However, at this point in time the

situation is clouded by import restrictions. Currently

Korean law does not allow importation of pollock. Japan

has a quota of 65,000 mt on imported round pollock. The

possibility of Korean processing vessels purchasing pollock

from U.S. fishermen will be explored below. At this time,

then, potential foreign markets for pollock products are

uncertain, although the aforementioned import restrictions

may be lifted in the future. At the very least, a market

presently exists for pollock roe in Japan, sold at a price

of $1.00/pound, f.o.b. Petersburg, Alaska.

9U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration, NMFS. 1977. "International
Fisheries Release," 77/99.



VII. RESULTS

The results of the analysis are break-even wholesale

pollock block prices under varying production, cost, and

discount rate assumptions. Production without roe and

production with roe are evaluated for a single cost assump-

tion and a discount rate of r = 0.15. Mixed production is

evaluated for three cost assumptions and discount rates of

r = 0.10, r = 0.15, and r = 0.20. The frequency distribu-

tions of break-even block prices under allassumptions are

listed following Appendix Table H.

Production Without Roe

The frequency distribution of the break-even whole-

sale block price for production without roe is presented

as variable 14. The assumption is made that all production

during the ten years takes place when the fish do not con-

tain roe. Variable costs are listed in Appendix Table C,

and an ex-vessel price of 3/pound is used, the price cur-

rently paid to fishermen in Petersburg for pollock without

roe. For a discount rate of r = 0.15, the frequency dis-

tribution of break-even block prices under these conditions

is listed as variable 14. The mean break-even price is

44.l097/pound, and the standard deviation is 0.0047. The

standard deviation is a measure of the degree of dispersion

or variation a variable or population exhibits about its

mean. A low value of the standard deviation, such as
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obtained here, indicates that the values are very closely

clustered around the mean, or that there is very little

variation in the distribution. This is confirmed by the

small range of values obtained, 44.0998 to 44.1224, which

are the minimum and maximum values of the distribution.

For this set of assumptions, the break-even price is

approximately 44/pound.

Production With Roe

The frequency distribution of the break-even wholesale

block price for production with roe is presented as

variable 24. It is assumed that all production during the

ten years occurs when the pollock contain roe. Variable

costs are listed in Appendix Table D, and an ex-vessel

price of 5/pound is used, the current price paid to

fishermen in Petersburg for pollock with roe. The yield of

roe is assumed to be 3% of the round weight, with only the

proportion of fish going into headed and gutted production

producing roe. A roe price is used of $1.00/pound, f.o.b.

Petersburg.

For r 0.15, the mean of the distribution of variable

24 is 53.l812/pound and the standard deviation is 0.0047.

Again the small standard deviation is an indication of very

little variation in the distribution. The range of

variable 24 is from 53.1712 to 53.1938. For production
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with roe and under the stated assumptions, this model

yields a break-even wholesale block price of approximately

53/pound.

It is interesting to note that the break-even whole-

sale block price for production with roe exceeds that for

production without roe by approxiiate1y 9/pound. The

reason is that the increased labor costs of extracting

the roe, plus the 2'/poUnd increase in ex-vessel price,

exceed the increase in revenues from the sale of roe when

calculated on a per pound of raw product basis. The

higher break-even block priOe for production with roe

raises some questions about the raw product pricing policy

of thefirm. The results of this research suggest that

the differential ex-vessel prices paid for pollock with

and without roe are based upon some criteria other than

processing cost margins.



Mixed Production

The remainder of the analysis is undertaken for con-

ditions of mixed production. It is expected that during

part of the processing season the pollock will contain roe

and that during part of the season the fish will not con-

tain roe. On the basis of discussions with ISI personnel

and Alaska Department of Fish and Game biologists in

Petersburg, it was decided. that it would be reasonable to

assume that during 50% of the pollock processing season

the fish would contain roe. This assumption is incor-

porated into the mixed production analysis, and is the

basis of the net revenue/pound calculations in Appendix

Table G. The assumption is made that the yield of roe is

3% of raw product weight and that the price received for

roe is $1.00/pound f.o.b. Petersburg.

The mixed production analysis is performed for three

variable cost levels. The ex-vessel pollock prices cur-

rently paid in Petersburg are used for the low-range cost

assumption, and are subsequently increased for the mid-

range and high-range assumptions. For each cost assump--

tion the frequency distribution of break-even pollock

block prices is generated for three discount rates, r =

0.10, r 0.15, and r = 0.20.



Low-Range Cost Assumption

Variables 29, 30, and 31 are the break-even wholesale

pollock block prices for different discount rates assuming

ex-vessel prices of 3/pound for pollock without roe and

5/pound for pollock with roe. These are the prices cur-

rently paid to fishermen in Petersburg.

Table 5 summarizes the statistical characteristics of

variables 29, 30, and 31.

Table 5. Summary statistics for variables 29, 30, and 31,
the levels of break-even pollock block prices for
mixed production, low-range cost assumption,
and varying discount rates.

Mean Standard Range of
Variable r Price Deviation Prices

29 0.10 48.6384 0.0045 48.6297 to 48.6499

30 0.15 48.6454 0.0047 48.6355 to 48.6581

31 0.20 48.6585 0.0060 48.6458 to 48.6763

Again, there is very little dispersion in the distri-

bution of the three variables, as indicated by the small

standard deviation. Also, the effect on the break-even

block price of increasing the discount rate is very small.

For all three discount rates, the break-even pollock block

price is between 48.5 and 49.0 cents per pound, which

demonstrates the small impact that altering the discount

rate has on the break-even block price.
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Mid-Range Cost Assumption

Variables 41, 32, and 42 are defined to be the break-

even wholesale pollock block prices for varying discount

rates and ex-vessel prices of 4/pound without roe and 6/

pound for pollock with roe. Table 6 lists the summary

statistics for these variables.

Table 6. Summary statistics for variables 41, 32, and 42,
the break-even pollock block prices for mixed
production, mid-range cost assumption, and vary-
ing discount rates.

Mean Standard Range of
Variable r Price Deviation Prices

41 0.10 55.1319 0.0045 55.1232 to 55.1434

32 0.15 55.1389 0.0047 55.1290 to 55.1516

42 0.20 55.1520 0.0060 55.1393 to 55.1698

Variables 41, 32, and 42 are all distributed very

closely about their means, as indicated by the small stan-

dard. deviations and ranges, both measures of dispersion.

Increasing the discount rate increases the mean break-even

price by very small amounts. However, increasing ex-vessel

prices by l/pound increases the mean break-even pollock

block price to 55/pound from 48.6/pound for the low-range

cost assumption.

High-Range Cost Assumption

Variables 43, 33, and 44 are the break-even wholesale

pollock block prices for varying discount rates and ex-
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vessel prices of 5/pound for pollock without roe and 7/

pound for pollock with roe. Table 7 lists the summary

statistics for these variables.

Table 7. Summary statistics for variables 43, 33, and 44,
the break-even pollock block prices for mixed
production, high-range cost assumption, and
varying discount rates.

Variable r
Mean
Price

Standard
Deviation

Range of
Prices

43 0.10 61.6254 0.0045 61.6167 to 61.6369

33 0.15 61.6325 0.0047 61.6225 to 61.6451

44 0.20 61.6455 O.O06O 61.6328 to 61.6633

The frequency distributions of these three variables

again exhibit very little dispersion, as shown by the small

standard deviations and ranges. Varying the discount rate

induces very small changes in the break-even wholesale

block prices. Increasing the ex-vessel prices from 4/

pound and 6/pound (mid-range cost assumption) to 5/pound

and 7/pound raises the mean break-even wholesale pollock

block price to between 61.5 and 62.0/pound from 55/

pound.

Interpretation of Results

The preceding results show the wholesale pollock block

prices required to make the net present value of the invest-

ment in pollock processing equipment equal to zero, under



various cost and discount rate assumptions. If the ex-

vessel prices are increased an additional l/pound over

the high-range cost assumption, to 6 and 8/pound, the

mean break-even block price for r = 0.15 is 68.1260. This

is very near the December 1977 pollock block price of

68.0/pound, listed in Table 4.

The break-even pollock block price is quite sensitive

to increases in the ex-vessel prices paid for pollock.

This is due primarily to the fact that the yield of pollock

is 22% of raw product weight for blocks and 56% of raw pro-

duct weight for headed and gutted. Therefore a l/pound

change in ex-vessel price has a multiplier-like effect on

variable processing costs. The results show that there is

a direct relationship between th.e level of variable costs

and the break-even block price. For every l/pound of raw

product increase in variable cost, the break-even block

price increases by 6.5/pound, everything else held con-

stant.

In contrast to the sensitivity of the break-even block

price to variable costs, varying the discount rate does not

appear to significantly affect the break even block price.

This can be seen in Tables 5, 6, and 7. This insensitivity

to discount rate changes is due to the particular manner in

which the break-even block prices are derived. Recalling

equations
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for I = 1,2,..., 95

and (10)

Y 0.7(VCb) + 2.856 O3(VChg)

helps elucidate the technique used. The values of net

revenue/pound of raw product (Y), for which the NPV 0,

obtained by (9) are quite small relative to variable pro-

cessing costs.. For example, the mean value of Y for r =

0.15 is approximately 0.008/pound. When r is increased

to 0.20, the mean value of Y increases to approximately

0.0l/pound. These values are quite small in magnitude

relative to variable costs of processing, listed in

Appendix Tables C and D. Consequently, when these dif-

ferent values of Y are substituted into equation (10)

they induce very little change in the value of
b'

the

break-even block price.



VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this research is to examine the

economics of domestic processing of Alaska pollockin

Southeast Alaska. Information pertaining to the produc-

tion costs of pollock processing and the expected returns

to the processor should assist industry and government

decision-makers in fisheries development planning.

The economic feasibility of pollock processing is

evaluated in a manner which deviates from traditional net

present value analysis for two reasons. First, due to the

uncertainty regarding future volumes of production, the

triangular distribution function and Monte Carlo simulation

methods are used to generate a probability distribution of

volumes over the next ten years. Secondly, projections of

pollock block prices during the ten year investment horizon

are not available, necessitating solving the NPV equation

for the break-even level of block price. The research re-

sulted in frequency distributions of the break-even levels

of pollock block prices under varying production, cost,

and discount rate assumptions.

This research focuses upon the production experience

of a single firm, Icicle Seafoods Inc., Petersburg, Alaska.

The results obtained depend entirely upon the information

provided by personnel of ISI. They are applicable to other



potential pollock processors in S.E. Alaska only to the

extent that their production and marketing relationships

are similar to those of ISI. The production cost informa-

tion used in this research is based upon estimates derived

from limited production at the ISIplant. This is no sub-

stitute for cost information elicited from extensive pro-

duction, but was necessary given the time constraints of

the study. The production cost estimates are based upon

the most reliable information available at the time of the

research; further production experience will either vali-

date their accuracy or indicate the need for revision.

Summary

In Chapter II several economic feasibility studies are

reviewed. The particular aspects of each study which are

relevant to this work are pointed out. The conclusion is

reached that the net present value investment criterion is

a valid and useful measure of investment worth. Uncertain-

ties with which a pollock processor must deal are discussed

in Chapter III. It is found that supply variability is the

most significant source of uncertainty, although pollock

markets, new technology, and the institutional environment

may also cause uncertainty for the processor. In Chapter

IV the methodology utilized in this research is explained.

Using the volume estimates as provided in Appendix Table A,

and the Monte Carlo generated 95 randomly determined
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values of F(x) , equations

1
x = a + [F(x)(c-a)(b-a)]2, a x b (5)

and

x=c-[(l-F(x))(c-a)(c-b)], bxc (6)

are utilized to generate volume distributions for the

years 1978-1987. These volume distributions are sub-

sequently inserted into equation

svC
100

(1+r)
(9)10 v1

tt=l (1+r)

yielding the frequency distribution of Y, the net revenue/

pound of raw product for which the NPV of the investment

equals zero at a given discount rate. These values of Y

are then used in equation

°54b O.7(VCb) + 2.856 O3(VChq) (10)

to give the distribution of break-even whOlesale block

prices,
b' for given production and cost assumptions. The

results obtained are frequency distributions of wholesale

pollock block prices at which the NPV of the investment

equals zero, under various production, cost, and discount

rate assumptions. These results are presented in the com-

puter printouts following Appendix Table H. The



presently available information pertaining to the pollock

resource in S.E. Alaska is presented in Chapter V. The

conclusion is reached that many gaps in our knowledge of

the resource still exist, and that a final statement as

to the ability of the resource to support a commercial

fishery cannot be made. In Chapter VI a brief disàussion

of the U.S. market for pollock blocks is provided to

acquaint the reader with the price and quantity trends ex-

hibited by pollock products during recent years. Finally,

in Chapter Vu the results of the analysis, the break-even

wholesale block prices under various assumptions, are pre-

sented and briefly discussed. It is noted that the break-

even block prices are quite sensitive to changes in

variable costs, but rather insensitive to changes in the

discount rate.

Conclusions

An economic feasibility study or analysis usually must

be undertaken in the absence of complete information. The

economic feasibility of pollock processing in S.E. Alaska

has been evaluated on the basis of the best production cost

estimates available during the time of the research. In

addition, future volumes of production have been estimated

by the two sources judged to be the most knowledgeable in

this area. As a consequence, one cannot view the results

with certitude, but as order-of-magnitude estimates of the



cost and return relationships expected in pollock proces--

sing operations.

Pollock processing in S.E. Alaska appears to be

economically feasible under all sets of assumptions

evaluated. The December 1977 wholesale price of frozen

Alaska pollock blocks, as quoted in the 1arket News Re-

port, Boston, Mass. is 68.O/pound. The break-even whole-

sale pollock block prices, for the mixed production analy-

sis, are 48.6, 55.1, and 61.6/pound, for the low-range,

mid-range, and high range cost assumptions respectively.

The low-range cost assumption uses the ex-vessel prices

currently paid to fishermen in Petersburg as the basis of

the variable cost calculations. The implication is that

even if the processing costs are understated via the esti-

mates, pollock processing is still economically feasible

at the current level of ex-vessel prices.

As indiOated in Table 4, there has been considerable

variation in wholesale pollock block prices over the past

four years. Given this variabilityin price, the decision

to use the current wholesale price of 68/pound for feasi-

bility determination may appear unwarranted, and the con-

clusion that pollock processing is economically feasible

too strongly stated. However, the decision to use a whole-

sale block price of 68/pound is based upon the following

justifications. First, the world-wide extension of coastal

nation's jurisdiction to 200 miles vitally affects the two
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main suppliers of Alaska pollock blocks to the U.S. As

detailed in Chapter VI, both Japan and Xorea face severe

reductions in the allowable harvest of pollock from waters

of the USSR. Since the USSR does not export fisheries

products to the U.S., the expected effect of these quota

restrictions will be to help maintain wholesale prices of

Alaska pollock blocks at the current record levels.

Secondly, the wholesale price of cod blocks, one of the

main substitutes for pollock blocks, is also at record

levels. Cod block prices will probably not fall appreci-

ably in upcoming years, due to severe quota restrictions

on all fleets in the North Atlantic precipitated by the

biologically depressed state of cod stocks in that area.

Finally, the increasing demand for fish portions by fast-

food enterprises should also serve to maintain all fish

block prices at their current levels.

This analysis indicates that in order for the break-

even block price to equal the current market price, ex-

vessel prices of 6/pound for fish without roe and 8/

pound for fish with roe would have to be paid to the

fishermen.

The NPV equation is solved for the level of
b at

which the net present value of the investment equals zero

under a given set of assumptions. Therefore the break-even

wholesale block price becomes the dependent variable in the

model, derived for given levels of the independent
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variables. Several of the independent variables are

assumed constant in this model at the levels listed in

Table 8.

Table 8. Values of the independent variables which are
held constant throughout the pollock processing
feasibility analysis.

Independent Variable Constant Value

Proportion of po1lock suitable for
filleting 70%

Yield on blocks 22%

Variable costs of processing blocks,
exclusive of raw product

Proportion of pollock suitable for
headed and gutted production

Yield on headed and gutted

Variable costs of processing headed,
and gutted, without roe, exclusive
of raw product

Pollock roe price

Roe yield

Variable costs of processing headed
and gutted, with roe, exclusive
of raw product

Capital outlay required

6.68/pound of raw
product

30%

56'

6.55/pound of raw
product

$1.00/pound

3%

7.54'/pound of raw
product

$131;750.00

The volumes of production during the ten years, the

discount rate, and ex-vessel prices are allowed to vary in

the analysis. Volume distributions are determined via the

triangular distribution and Monte Carlo simulation methods.

Varying the discount rate has little effect on the break-



even block price. However, there is a direct relationship

between the ex-vessel pollock prices and the break-even

block price. This is depicted graphically for mixed pro-

duction in Figure 6.

The sensitivity of the break-even wholesale block

price to variable costs under all sets of assumptions

needs to be underscored. The implication for the pollock

processor is that there exist very strong incentives to

achieve increases in efficiency throughout the processing

operation. This can be achieved by either reducing the

labor costs/pound of raw product or by increasing the

yield on blocks or headed and gutted pollock. Either

measure would lower the break-even pollock block price.

It is also evident that the capital costs incurred to

establish a pollock processing line are relatively small

compared to the variable costs of production over the ten

year investment horizon.

The institutional environment in which a pollock pro-

cessor must make decisions is a source of uncertainty.

Two issues are of particular importance to processors

interested in groundfish development in Alaska. The first

is whether or not foreign joint-ventures are allowed by the

North Pacific Fisheries Management Council and the Depart-

ment of Commerce to operate in Alaska. Should joint-

ventures be authorized to purchase pollock from U.S. fisher-

men, the ex-vessel pollock price may be bid upward. This
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research indicates that higher ex-vessel prices increases

the break-even wholesale block price, everything else re-

maining equal. The second item of interest to a pollock

processor is the level of government involvement in

fisheries development. If government or joint industry-

government sponsored commercial fishing trials material-

ize, some of the uncertainty regarding supply availability

may be reduced.

Limitations of the Research

Changes In any of the assumptions employed in the

analysis would quite expectedly alter the results obtained.

The assumptions incorporated in this research are based on

information supplied by personnel of ISI, and it is hoped

are as realistic as possible. However, the accuracy of the

results does depend in large part on the validity of the

assumptions underlying the analysis.

Another limitation of this work is the reliance upon

the production cost information of but a single firm.

Although ISI was the only U.S. processor handling pollock

at the time of this research, their experience is bound to

be somewhat unique. Due to the particular location of the

Petersburg plant and the management capability of the ISI

personnel, the information obtained in this research will

differ somewhat than that generated from a similar under-

taking by another firm in S.E. Alaska.
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Finally, it should be reiterated that the cost infor-

mation used in this analysis is derived from estimates

based on limited production. The accuracy of the results

clearly depends on the accuracy of these production cost

estimates.

Suggestions for Further Research

Several issues relevant to the economic feasibility

of pollock processing have not been definitively resolved

in this research. Time and resource constraints have pre-

cluded consideration of the following areas, each the

legitimate topic of a separate research effort. The

economic feasibility of harvesting pollock needs to be

addressed, focusing perhaps on the opportunity cost of

fishing for pollock versus other trawl species. An analy-

sis of the domestic and foreign demand for pollock pro-

ducts would be a valuable addition to the information

generated in this research. Lastly, a comparison of the

economics of shore-based and floating pollock processing

operations would complement the results obtained in this

work.

This research uses the triangular distribution func-

tion to partially account for the uncertainty regarding

future volumes of pollock production. To the author's

knowledge this is the first application of this technique

to a problem in the fisheries. In an area such as
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fisheries where uncertainty continually prevails,, the

triangular distribution can be a useful aid to rational

decision-making under conditions of imperfect knowledge.
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Table A. Estimates of future volumes of pollock production
of ISI Plant, Petersburg, Alaska, by ISI personnel
and Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G)
Biologist, 1978-1987.

Year Minimum Most Likely Maximum

ISI ESTIMATES (pounds, round weight)

1978 400,000 750,000 2,000,000
1979 700,000 1,500,000 5,000,000
1980 1,000,000 2,500,000 5,000,000
1981 1,000,000 3,000,000 5,000,000
1982 1,000,000 3,000,000 6,000,000
1983 1,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000
1984 1,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000
1985 1,000,000 4,000,000 6,000,000
1986 1,000,000 5,000,000 7,000,000
1987 1,000,000 6,000,000 10,000,000

ADF&G ESTIMATES (pounds, round weight)

1978 500,000 1,500,000 3,500,000
1979 1,000,000 2,000,000 5,000,000
1980 1,500,000 2,500,000 6,000,000
1981 1,500,000 3,000,000 6,000,000
1982 1,500,000 3,500,000 7,500,000
1983 2,000,000 4,000,000 8,000,000
1984 2,000,000 4,500,000 8,000,000
1985 2,000,000 5,000,000 8,000,000
1986 2,000,000 5,000,000 8,000,000
1987 2,000,000 5,000,000 8,000,000

AVERAGE OF 151 AND ADF&G ESTIMATES

1978 450,000 1,125,000 2,750,000
1979 850,000 1,750,000 5,000,000
1980 1,250,000 2,500,000 5,500,000
1981 1,250,000 3,000,000 5,500,000
1982 1,250,000 3,250,000 6,750,000
1983 1,500,000 4,000,000 7,000,000
1984 1,500,000 4,250,000 7,000,000
1985 1,500,000 4,500,000 7,000,000
1986 1,500,000 5,000,000 7,500,000
1987 1,500,000 5,500,500 9,000,000
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Table B. Capital costs incurred to establish pollock
processing line at ISI Plant, Petersburg, Alaska.

Item Cost

One ARENCO CUB header (used) $ 6,000.00

One ARENCO dy header 15,000.00

Two ARENCO SFA-4 fillet and skinning
machines, @ $30,800.00 61.600.00

Belts, conveyors, etc. 5,000.00

Freezer forms 4,150.00

Processing room conversion 40,000.00

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS $131,750.00



Table C. Variable costs of pollock production, without
roe, exclusive of raw product cost.

Block Production

104

c/lb. of
Item raw product

Labor
Power & Water
Packaging
Shipping
Sales
Indirect costs

Variable costs, Blocks

Headed & Gutted Production

Labor
Power & Water
Packaging
Shipping
Sales
Indirect costs

Variable costs, H&G

2.9
0 .15

0.44
0.44
0.75
2.0

6.68

3.08
0 .15

0.84

0.48
2.0

6.55
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Table D. Variable costs of pollock production, with roe,
exclusive of raw product cost.

Block Production

c/lb. of
Item raw product

Labor
Power & Water
Packaging
Shipping
Sales
Indirect costs

Variable costs, Blocks

Headed & Gutted Production

Labor
Power & Water
Packaging
Shipping
Sales
Indirect costs

Variable costs, H&G

2.9
0.15
0.44
0.44
0.75
2.0

6.68

3.92
0 . 15

0.84

0.63
2.0

7.54
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Table E. Calculation of net revenue/pound of raw product
(Y) for varying cost assumptions: production
without roe.

Y = a(C(P) VCb) + b(d(Phg) VChg)

where: Y = net revenue/pound of raw product

a = proportion of raw product going into block
production, 0.7

c yield on blocks, 0.22

= wholesale price for frozen pollock blocks

VCb = variable costs of producing blocks, in /pound
of raw product

b = proportion of raw product going into headed
and gutted production, 0.3

d yield on headed and gutted product, 0.56

= wholesale price for headed and gutted, l7/g
lb.

VChg = variable costs of producing headed and gutted
product, in c/1b. raw product

Ex-Vessel Price

3/lb.

4/lb.

5/1b.

Net Revenue/Pound

Y = 0.154 - 6.785

Y = 0.154 - 7.785

Y = 0.154 - 8.785
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Table F. Calculation of net revenue/pound of raw product
(Y) for varying cost assumptions: production
with roe.

Y = a(c(Pb) VCb) + b(d(Phg) + e(Pr) VChg)

where: Y, a, c, b'
in Table

e = yield of

= wholesal

Ex-Vessel Price

5/1b.

6/lb.

7'/lb.

VCb, b, d,
hg' and VChg are as

E,and

roe, 0.03

price of roe, $1.00/lb.

Net Revenue/Pound

Y = 0.154
'b

- 8.182

Y = 0.154 9.182

Y = 0.154 -10.182
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Table G. Calculation of net revenue/pound of raw product
(Y) for varying cost assumptions: mixed produc-
tion.

Y = f[a(c(Pb) VCb) + b(d(Phg) VChg)l

+ g[a(c(P) VCb) b(d(Phg) + e(Pr) VChg)]

where: Y, a, c, b, VCb, b, d, hq' VChg e, and Pr are as
defined in Tables E and F, and

f = proportion of processing season when pollock do
not contain roe, 0.5

g = proportion of processing season when pollock do
contain roe, 0.5

Ex-Vessel Prices

3/lb. without roe
5/lb. with roe

4/1b. without roe
6/1b. with roe

5/lb. without roe
7/lb. with roe

Net Revenue/Pound

Y = 0.154 - 7.4835

Y = 0.154 - 8.4835

y = 0.154 - 9.4835
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Table H. Explanation of computer printout: definition of
variable numbers for which frequency distribution,
mean, and standard deviation are listed. All
variables represent the wholesale pollock block
price for which the NPV 0 under various produc-
tion, ex-vessel price, and discount rate assump-
tions.

Variable Production Ex-Vessel Price Discount Rate

14 w/o roe 3 0.15

24 wroe 5 0.15

29 mixed 3c, 5 0.10

30 mixed 3, 5 0.15

31 mixed 3, 5 0.20

41 mixed 4c, 6 0.10

32 mixed 4, 6 0.15

42 mixed 4, 6 0.20

43 mixed 5, 7 0.10

33 mixed 5, 7c: 0.15

44 mixed 5, 7 0.20
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INTERVAL 517i 2.17 26Y-fl3

FREQUENCY DISTPj1iTI0N
IPRIABLE 31
UP TO BUT PERCENT

INT FROt NOT INCLUDING FREQUENCY FREO
I 4.36LS8E 01. 4.86480E 01 4.211
2 4.8480E 01 4.86502E 01 3 3.158
3 4.6502 01 k.823L 01 9 9.471
4 L+.523E 01 4.5L5E 01 9.474
5 . 365-'.+SE Di 4.365r37E oi 14.737
6 l+.365e7E 01. L+.8659E Ut 11 11.579
7 4,6S89E 01. '+.86610E 01 16 16.81+?
3 L+.86610 Ut 4.866325 01 8 8,L21.
3 4.63? 01 86o5L 01 10 10.526

10 4.96651+5 01 1+.8667 01 3 3.158
11 4.8667(E 01 L+.36697E 01 14 4.21112 k.86697. 01 4.86719E 01 2 2.105
1.3 4.36719E. 01 4.8c7L1E 31 1 1.053
14 4. 8674tE (31. 4. 8753E (11 (1 1)

1.5 (+.8676.3E 01 ,.86734E 01 1 1.053
- CUIULATIVE FRQUENCY DISTRiBUTION

VARIALR 31
NUM3E.R LESS PEENT LESS

INTERVAL VALUE THAN VALUE TdAN VALUE
1 4.86430E 01 4 4.211
2 4.65025 01 7 7.368
3 4.E235 01. 16 16.842
1 4.8545E 31. 25 6.316
S 4.857 01 41.053
6 1i.3E5895 01 53 52.632
7 4.866105 01 66 69.474
8 1+.6632r 01 74 77.895
9 1+.8C65t4E 01 81+ 88.421

10 4.3'66E 01 87 91.579
1.1 1+.4E'97E 01 91 95.789
1? 4.867195 01 93 g7.95
13 1+.'6741c.. 1)1 19L 919t7
IL 4.3E.763E 01 94 98.947

L+,679+E 01 -- 100.000
11MEAN, 31
31 68. 55S34i0

0$STOEV,3i
31 : U.00603+51u
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LOWER BOUND FOR FIkST INTERVAL: 5. 5123212 Cl

LJi3ER OF TNTFRVILS (<SIH 15INTVAL SIZE: t.3ql07E-O3
RECUENCY DI2TPF3UTION

VARIAELE- L+l
UP.TO. 3t.iT PERCENT

INT FrOM NOT INCLtJDINC FEQLNCY FPt..0
1. 5.512322 01 5.51246E 01 2 2.105
2 5.5i7'+6E 01. 5.51261E 01
3 5.5l?S1E 01 5r12752 01 10 10.5
L 5.512752 01 5.51?90E. 01 12 12.63?
S 5.S120E 01 5.5130'E 01. 10 10.526
6 .t51$Ci.E 01 5.513135 01 12 12.63
7 5.51313 Ut 5.51333E 01 10 10.526
8 5.513332 01 5.5l37E 01 ii 11.579
9 513L7E 01 5.513622 01 9 9.L7L+

10 5.513622 01 5.51.3762 01 6 6.316ii 5.137E [11 5.513J0F 01. 2 ?.1C15
1? 01 5.5140i- 01 2 2.105
13 5.511+052 01 5.511+1E 01. 3 3,153jL4 5.S119 Ui 5.51L+3c2 01 2 2.105
1.5 5,SIL3L+2 Ut 5.5l+146E 01. 0 0

CU'IULATIVE FREQUENCY 0ISTRIUTIONVAIA3LE L+1
NU'19IE LESS PERCENT LESSINTEPVi..L VLU T4N VALUE THAt VALUE.

1 5.S1ZLCE 01 2 2,1.05
2 5.S1?6tE 01 6 6,316
3 5.51Z752 01 16 1,6.8L2

5.51 2905 01 26 29.1.74
S 5.513042 01. 0,0U0
B 5.513152 01 50 52.632
7 5.51333 01 60 63.158

5.S1347 01 71 74.737
9 5.513f2E 01 50 b,21t

10 5.513762 01 86 90.526
11 5.513902 01 83 92.63?
1? 5.51U5E 01 qO 94.737

63 97,395..............14 5.51+3t.E 01 95 100.000
1.5 5.511+48E 01 95 100.000

0 NI LAN, 1+ 1
41 x 55.lalgl5IJo

USTDFV,t+1
41 : 0.004431369
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LOWER BOUND FOR FIRST INTRlAL 5.512900E 1NU3ER OF INTR/.ALS ( <t) :
INTERVAL SIZE: 1 .f12357E-03

FR:OUENCY DISTRItJTIO
VRIA3LE 32
UP TO 201 PERCENT

INT FROM NOT INCLUDING FREQUENCY FRjQ
1 5.Cl2qoE 01 5.51506E 01 4 4.211
2 5.5130E. 01 01 .3 3.1S8
3 5.51322E 01 5.51338E 01 4.211
+ s.si: 01 5.513545 01 10 10,25
5 5.31 354 01 S.51371 01 14 1t.737
6 5.517tE 01 5.5137E 01 11. 11.579
7 5.51387E 01. 5.StL+03E 01 13 13.6B4
8 5.51L03E (ii 5.S1L+19F 01 11 11.579
9 5,Slt+lOt 01 5.514355 01 9 9.474

10 5.5t451 11 5.51'+SlE 01 7 7.3
ii 5.51451E 01. 5,5jL75 01 2 2.105
12 5.51467E Ill 5.5143E 01 4 4.21.1
13 S,5tcP35 01 5.51500F 01 2 2.105
IL+ 5.SISDOE 01 5.515165 01 a 0
15 5.515165 01 5.515325 01 1 1.053

- CUMULT1V5 F:OUENCY DISTRIBUTION
VARI3LE 32

NUH3ER LESS PRCENT LESS
INTERVAL VILUE THAN VALUE THAN VALUE

1 5.513C6E 01 4 (4,211
2 5.513?2E 01 7 7.36
3 5.136E 01. 11. 11.579

5.51 35+E 01 21 22,105
S 5.51371E 01 35 35.82
6 s. 51387E 01 L6 48.L.21
7 5.5iL+c3 01. 59 62.105
3 5.'141BF 01 70 73.684

5,51L+SE 01 79 1585.141L 01 90.2b
11 5.51(467 01 88 92.632
12 5.5135 01 92. 96,842
13 5.SISO0E 01 94 9b.9t+7

1.4 5.5151.65 01 .

04 93,967
15 5.51532E 01 95 100.000

(Jt1E.AN,3? ....
32 5.1394714

0STOflJ,32
32 0.007(]59E3 ................................................................................-...---
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LOERc3OUNO FQF FIRST INTE.R'IAL 5.5 13933E (1
N(J i9 F OF IN FALS (<1.)
INTERVAL SIZE: 2.17426L4E-03

FREQUENCY DTSTRIUTION
VARIAELE 1*2?

UP TO OUT PERCENTIT FPOH NOT INCLUCIN( 1OLCY FRt 0
1 5.3I3°: 01 5.5141 (ii 4.211
2 5.5t1. 01. 5.51t+3?c 01 3 3.15'
3 5.1-7F 01 SlOt 01 9 9471

.5l'1*59 Ut 5.51490E 01 9
S 5.SltgO: 01 5.5l502L Ut 1t t1*.737
6 5.5iSU2 UI. 5.5152?14E 01 II 11,579
7 5.S15?L+E 01 5.515E 01 16 1e.8'2
8 5.StE+6E 01 5.51567E 01 8 8.21
9 5.51c67a 01 5.EI85E 01 10 10.526

to 5.S1ESOE 01 5.51611E 01 3 3.159
11 5.S1F1IE 01 .5.51632E 01
1.2 5,Ei132 01. 5.5165LE 01 2 2.105
is S.5I65L DI. 5.51676E 01 1 1.053
1 5.5l6?6 01 5.S16OE 01 0 0
15 5.5169E 01. 5.51719E 01 1 1.053

CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OISTRIOtJTION
VARIA3LE 1*2

NU3EP LESS PERCENT LESSINTERVAL VALUE THAN VALUr THAN VALUE
1 5.51+ 1SF 01 4 1+.21t
2 5.51'.#E 01 7 7.368
3 5.1'+SOE 01 16 16,8L,2

5.S.t480E 01. 25 .26.316
5 ..51(2E 01 .39 LQ53 ..............
6 5.51521+E 01 50 52.632
7 5.51546 01 66
8 5.515)7E UI 74 77.895
9 5.515JE 01 81* 83.L+1?1

to 5.5161.15 0.1 91.579
11 S,5163?. 01 91 i5.789
12 5,SI6S4E 01 93 97.895
13 5,16?6E 01 93,g7 .,,

S.515O3E 01
5.51719E 01 95 1-00.0000-MEAN,42

42. 55.152014060
0 1 05 V1 42
Lf2 0.00603L+510
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LOWER. ROUNfl FOF FIRST INTERVAL: 6,161672E 01
NUflEF OF INTERVALS (<51): 15
TN TERVAL SIZE 1. +39107-0.3

FQUENCY OISTRI0UTIO
\/ARIA3LE 3
UP TO -JUT PERCENT

IN 1 FFOM NOT INCLUPING FREQUENCY FRED
1 6.16167E 01 6.16 132E 01 2 2.105
2 6,161P.2T 01 6.l.6196E lit 4 4.211
3 6.16t96 01 6,16210F 01 10 10.526
4 6.1t?i0 01 6.16??E- 01. t? 12.63?
5 6.16?2SE 01 1.E23tE. 01 10 10.526
6 6.t6?39 Cl 6.i62SLE 01 1? 12.63
7 6,l6?514 Ut 6.16266E 01 10 10.5?6
8 E.16?68L 01 6.1o23?: 01 11. 11.5/9
9 6.162P2 01 6.16?97ti 01 9 Oek7'+

10 6.16297E Ut 6.11311E 01 6 ..... 6.316
11 6. 16311E 01 6. 1632E 01 2 2.105
1.2 6.16325 Ut 6.tiYt40E 01 2 2.105
1.3 6.1.63405 01 6.1635YT 01 3 3.153
1 6.163.F 01 01 2 2.105
15 6.16369E 01 6.16383E 01 0 0

- CU1ULAT 1/6 FSQUENCY OISTRI3UT ION
VARIABLE 43

tJBE LESS PERCENT LESS
IN TSRVL VALUE TI-1AN VALUE THAN VALUE

I 6.1-12 01 2 2.105
2 6.161965 01 6 6.316
3 6.162105 01 16 16.842
1 6.162255 01 23 29.c7L
5 6.t62q5 01 33 40.000

6 6.1625LE01 50 52.632
7 6.162685 01 0 63.158
8 6.162.2 01 71 7 4.737
9 6.16297E 01 80 54.211

10 6.16311E 01 86 90.526
it 6.163255 01. 88 -- 92.632
1? 6.16 S40 01 90 9'.73713 6.135'+E 01 97.895
14 6.1E 01 95 100.00015 6.113835 01. 95 100.000

43 : 61.6254.2156
U ST .05 V1 43
43 : 0.004136s
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LOVER BO(JNP FOR FIRST INTRVAL; E. 162251 Ci
NUMSS OF INTIALS (<51): 15
INTERVAL SI7L: j.bl?357E-03

FREQUENCY OISTPIBUTIO
VIA3LE 33
UP TO BUT PERCENT

INI FOI NOT n CLLING FQL.t CY FR 0
1 6. 162?SE Ut 6.16241. 01 4 4.211
2 6.1j24l. UI 6.lo257 01 3 3.158
3 .1h'57L 01 6.16273 lit 4.211
+ 6.16273E Ut 6.16290E 01 10 10.2E
5 6.i62Q0i 01 6.16306E. 01 14 14.737
6 E.ti306E 01 6.16322F 01 11 11.57
7 E.163??E (11 6.16338E 01 13 13.68'
8 6.1633. 01 F.1b3i: 01 11
9 6.1F.354E 01 6.1370 lii 9 90L7L

10 b.i6370 01 6.1638E'E 01 7 7.368
11 b.to3 01 6.1.li2 01. 2 2.105
12 6.16L+02E UI 6.1341q: 01 4 4.211
13 6.16L19 01 6.ItL+H 01 2 2.11J
14 6. 16L435E 01 6.16451E 01 0 0
15 .165tE Ut 6.1L+67E 01 1 1.053

CtJMULg1I(C EEIu:NrY OISIOUTtCTh
VARIA3LE 33

hUMER LESS PNT LESS
INTERVAL VALUE THAN VALUE THAN VALUE

1 6.t62'1E 01 4.211
6.1657E 01 7 7.368

3 .1l 111 11 11.7Y
4 6.162)flE 01 21 22.105
S 6.16306E 01 35
6 6.1E32E 01 L6 48.421
7 6.IE.338E 01. 59 62.105
B 6.135'-+E, 01 70 73.684
9 6.1670E 01 79 83.158

10 5.16386E 01 90.526
11 6.1C2E 01 92.32
12 6.1E419E (11 92 96.8+2
13 6.16+25E 01 94 9.Yk7
14 6.1(451E 01 94 98.947,
15 ô.16467E 01 95 100.000

UMEArI,33
33 : 61.245364

OSSTDFV,33
33 : 0.0iL+7U5q66
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LOWSR 3OUND FOR FIfST i:N1E,AL: 6.1632.4E 1OF INTERVALS (<51.): 15INVJL sIZs: ?.i7?f.L.E-fl3
FEEQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

VARIAC3LE 4
UP TO PUT PERCENTINT FO9 NOT P1CLU)IN6 FREOLJENCY FREOI 16?4. 01. &.11bOt flj L 4.211

2 16350. 01 6.1b372E 01 . 3 . 3.15h.17?- ri 6.1F394E 01 9 9,L+7L.
'+ f.1)L4. 01 616L+1c3E 01 C) 97
5 6.16+l5t 01 .16437E (31 14 14.737
6 6.l637E Cl 6,1BL+59t 01 11 jj.,57C)
7 01 6.1.641E 01 j6 16.b42
8 6.t4SiE 01. 6.10?F 01 8.421
9 i502 01. 6.15?L4S 81 10 10.52610 .6. 15524E j .6,16546F. 01 I ......... 3, j

11 6.14tY Pt 6.165 01
12 6.165b8E 01 6.i659E 01 2 2.1US13 6.16589C Ui 6.i611F 01 1 1.0531+ 6. 15Ei.1E 01 6.166336 01 0 (1

15 6.1bF33 £1 b.tbb5- 01. 1 1.051
- CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY OTSTRflUTI3N

VIABLE 44
NUI3PR LESS PERCENT LESSINTERVAL.. VALUE THAN VALUE THAN VALUE ...

1. .IE3SOE 01 L 4.211.
2 6.163725 01 7 7.363 ............ 6.163C)EUt 16
4 6.16415.E 01 25 26.316
S 6.16L+37E 01 39 . 41.11536 6.IE459E @1 50 52.632
7 6.164815 01 66 69.74
P 6.tESO2E 01 74 77.8959 6.1e92LE 01 84 88.421

1.0 6.tL5L6E Ut 91.S711 6.1E68T -01 ......................................... 5.7891? 6.165895 01. 93 97.89513 6.1.66115 01 9.947£ 1663 01 94 98.9-.?
b.16&SSE 01 95 100.000

44 6t.6i5SL+708
0STOEV,44

0.1106034510
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Table I. Preliminary analysis of headed and gutted pollock
production at Petersburg Fisheries, Spring 1977.,

As sumpt ions

1. The seafood plant has in place facilities for unload-
ing, transporting, packaging, freezing, storing and
shipping seafood products.

2. Machinery purchased for pollock production is assigned
a useful life of three years and a 50% salvage value
(as stated in contract, section 5.5) . For simplicity,
the annual amortization figure is allocated over the
two-month 'production period for purposes of evaluating
this production period only.

3. A 10% opportunity cost of capital was used in amoritza-
tion of the capital requirements.

4. Total production during the period was 238,000 pounds,
round weight.

5. The product weight was assumed to equal 56% of round
weight.

6. Again for simplificity, all pollock received was
assumed to contain roe, and thus an ex-vessel Drice of
5/lb. was used.

7. The price for headed and gutted pollock was 18'/1b.,
fob Jamaica.

8. Pollock roe yield was 3% of round weight.

9. Price received for pollock roe was $1.00/lb.

10. Sales costs are taken to be 5% of revenues received,
as specified by contract.

Production Cost Analysis

Capital Requirements

The 'following machinery was purchased by Petersburg

Fisheries for headed and gutted pollock production:
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Table I (continued)

1. One Arenco CIV heading and gutting machine, installed
price $15,000.00.

2. Conveyors, belts, etc., installed price $2,000.00.

Production
Item Cost Amortized @ l0%* Period

Arenco CIV 15,000 3,116 519

Conveyors, belts,
etc. 2,000 415 69

TOTAL 17,000 3,531 588

Capital costs/pound raw product = 25/1b.

*Annual charge computed using:

Annual C(l+r)charge =
n -SV

{(l + r)T' - l}/r

where: c = cost of asset SV = salvage value

n useful life r = opportunity cost
of capital

Operating and Maintenance Costs

/1b.
System Item COst raw product

Unloading/sorting labor 6,545 2.75

Transporting labor 5,950 2.50

Heading, gutting,
& roe extraction labor 11,662 4.90

Packaging labor 5,950 2.50

Freezing labor 5,950 2.50

TOTAL LABOR 36,057 15.15

Raw product 11.900 5.0



Table I (continued)

System

Power & Water

Packaging

Maintenance

Indirect costs

Shipping

Sales

SUB-TOTAL

TOTAL O&M COSTS

Item Cost

357

materials 4,760

materials 450

admin., etc. 4,760

freight 4,760

1, 856

28,843

64,900

Total Production Costs

Operating & maintenance labor

Other O&M

Capital

TOTAL COSTS

123

a/lb.
raw product

0.15

2.0

0.19

2.0

2.0

0.78

12 . 12

27.27

c/lb.

15.15

12.12

0.25

27.52

c/lb. /1b.
product weight Revenue round weight

H&G pollock 18 23,990 10.1

Pollock roe 100 7,140 3.0

TOTAL 31,130 13.1

Using the above data, and under the stated assumptions,

it appears that headed and gutted pollock was produced at a

cost of 27.52/pound and brought a return of 13.1/pound.




